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SAILING. Rod Stewart
Warner Bros
THE LAST FAREWELL, Roger Whittaker
EMI
CANT GIVE YOU ANYTHING (BUT MY LOVE), Stylistics
Avco
MOONLIGHTING, Leo Sayer
Chrysalis
THAT'S THE WAY 11 LIKE IT), KC and The Sunshine Band
Jayboy
SUMMERTIME CITY. Mike Batt
CBS
A CHILD'S PRAYER, Hot Chocolate
Rek
FUNKY MOPED/MAGIC ROUNDABOUT, Jasper Carron
DJM
BEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED, Gladys Knight and The Pips. B udda h
JULIE - ANN, Kenny
Rek
IT'S BEEN SO LONG, George McCrae
Jayboy
I'M ON FIRE,5000 Volts
Philips
HEART,BEAT.Showaddywaddy
Bell
BLANKET ON THE GROUND, Billie Jo Spears
UA
LOVE IN THE SUN. Glitter Band
Bell
FOOL, AI Matthews
CBS
SUMMER OF '42, Biddu Orchestra
Epic
PANDORA'S BOX, Procol Harum
Chrysalis
MOTOR BIKING. Chris Speddlr9
Rak
DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY. Géry.Benson
State
EL BIMBO, Bimbo Jet
EMI
Cactus
SING A LITTLE SONGADesmond Dekker
DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments
All Platinum
ÜK
UNA PALOMA BLANCA, Jonathan King
A'sYlüm
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS; Eagles
Bell
_
THERE GOES.MY FIRST LOVE. Drifters
Rubber
ROCHDALE COWBOY, Mike Harding
W e ynei.B roe
PALOMA BLANCA, George Baker
Island
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE. Bad Company
RCA
'FAME. David Bowie.
State
LIKE A BUTTERFLY, Mac and KetieaKLvsoon
Gull
BARBADOS, Typically Tropical
Creole
BRAZIL Crispy and Company
Rak
IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW HOW Td LOVEME _Smokey
Spark
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS, Bend of The Black Watch
UK
FATTY BUM BUM. Carl Malcolm
A&M
SOLITAIRE, Carpenters
MGM
THE SINGLE GIRL, Sandy Posey
CBS
SUPER WOMBLE, Wombles
ABC
DO IT AGAIN, Steely Den
. _.
Bell
THE SNAKE. Al Wilson
LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT, Major Harris
Polydor
BRAZIL, Ritchie Family
UA
I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU. Art Garfunkel
Polydor
YUM YUM IGMMME SOME), Fatback Band
Pye
FALLIN' IN LOVE, Hamilton Joe Frank end Reynolds
Brunswick
IT'S TIME FOR LOVE, Chl-Lites
CBS
HOLD ME CLOSE. David Essex
Brunswick
HAPPY FEELING, Hamilton Bohannon
Mountain
OUT OF TIME. Dan McCafferty
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WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS Freddy Perder
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KEEP YOUR EYE ON TIE SPARROW Many canon

744-4-32-1 Riker YarWhk8e)Gary Tan. Unpin
IGOT STOIEDAND I MISSED IT Ern SMKard
POR AMOR VNNEMOS 5,an. Will Keep Us Together) The Captain B. Tannin*
IF I EVER LOSE TIISHEAVEN Aran. WM. Bard

THAT'''. THE WAY I LIKE IT. K. C. & The Sunshine Band
IT'S BEEN SO LONG, George McCrea
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The Roiling Stones
,any And Clear

FOCUS. Focus-_
33- NEXT, %ex Hary ey Ba nd
49 THE BEATLES 1967-1970,Beatles
THE BEATLES 1962-1966, Beatles
29 PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
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Swan Song
Capitol

GLEN,CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS. Glen Campbell
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HOW LONG(Bekle'Got A Chick On The Side), Pener Sean
R ONLY TAKES AMINUTE,Tarerse
DOH' ANY WAY YOU WANNA. Regale. Choke
2 YOUR LOVE Graham Central Saban
6 DREAMING AOREAM Crown Helene Anal,
7 MAKE ME FEEL LIKE A WOMAN,J.chle Man
11 GAMES PEOPLE PLAY, Spinners
9 GET THE CREAM OFF THE TOP, Edda Kendrick.
3 GET DOWN TONIGHT, RCA Me Sunshine Bard
12 THIS WILt. BE, Naalle Cole
14 LET ME MAKE LOVE TO YOU/ SURVIVAL,O'Jaye
8 DREAM MERCHANT, Nee BIM
26 I GET NIGH ON YOU, Sly Sbnc
15 FIGHT THE POWER, Pi 1, le ley Bra
19 MONEY Oadn Knight& The Pas
Mara
20 CHOCOLATE CHIP lea
21,GIVE R WHAT 1OIIGOT PEACE PIPE B T. Derma
18 HOPE MAT WE MN BE TOGETHER. SIenm Pep
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HIGH WIRE. Lida Carr and The Love Squad
BREAKAWAY. Ernie Buah
BLOW YOUR WHISTLE, The Rlmahots
CRYSTAL WORLD.Crletel Grass
AFTERNOON ATTHE RHINO. Mike Pat Cullum
HOW LONG. Pointer Staten
BRAZIL, TIe RIkNe Fanny
FIGHT THE POWER, The Iily Brener.
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IT'S BEEN SO LONG George McCrea
LOVE WONT LET ME WAIT. Mal Hank
DOLLY MY LOVE, The Moment,
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FOOL. Al Matthews
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THAT'S THE WAY I LIKE IT, K C And The Sunshine Band
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Apache,
The Shadows
The Glri Of My Best Friend / A Mess Ot Blues, Elvis Presley
Because They're Young,
Duane Eddy
Please Don't Tease,
Cliff Richard
Tell Laura l Lovelier,
RIEky Valance
When WWI Be Loved,
Everly Brothers
Everybody's Somebody's Fool,
Connie Francis
Only The Lonely,
Roy Orblson
As Long As He Needs Me.
Shirley Baseey
Shakln' All Over,
Johnny Kidd And The Pirates
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DAY MAX ESEether Phillip
YOU'RE ALL I NEED TO GET RY Tony Orlerdos Dien
I064.Y HAVE EYES FOR YOU ANOanureel

BRAZIL. Ritchie Family
11
CHINESE KUNG -FU, Banarl
7
DO IT ANYWAY YOU WANNA, Peoples Choice
r
15
DOLLY MY LOVE, Moments
8
EL BIMBO, Bimbo Jet
FOOL. Al Matthews
6
GIMME SOME, Jimmy Bo Horne
8
THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy it Soul City Symphony
MAGIC ROUNDABOUT, Jasper Carrot
YUM YUM (GIMME SOME), Fatback Band
PALOMA BLANCA, George Baker
MOONLIGHTING. Leo Sayer
WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG it IN LOVE. Ralph Carter
GIVE IT WHAT YOU GOT, B. T. Express
DO IT AGAIN. Steely Dan
19 SUMMERTIME CITY. Mike Batt
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GREATEST HITS. Cat Steyens
Cokrmbia
THE VERY BEST OF ROGER WHITTAKER, Roger Whittaker
Arylum
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS, Eagles '
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfieid
Apple
VENUS AND MARS. WIttgs
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10ce
DJM
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Elton John
Oyster
RITCHIE BLACKMORE'S RAINBOW.Rnchie Blackmore
Bell
-ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
A&M
'THE SINGLES 1969-1973. Carpenters
Harvest
THE DARK SIDE OF THEMOON, Pink Floyd
Polydor
TEN YEARS NON-STOP JUBILEE ALBUM, James Lan
Apple
BAND ON THE RUN, Wings
DJM
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS. Simon and Garfunkel, CBS
RCA
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING, Tom
RSO
I.
EC WAS HERE, Eric Clayton
Island
STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company
Philips
TAKE TWO, Diane Solomon
CBS
WHEN WILL I SEE YOU AGJQN, Johnny Mathis
Polydor
RIDE A ROCKHORSE, Roger Dahrey
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Smokey Robinson & The Miracles
2 Tears Of A Clown,
1 The Wonder Ot You,
Elvis Presley
3 Marna Told Me Not To Come,
Three Dog Night
5 GIVe Me Just A little More Timis)
Chairman OEThe Board
7 Make It With You,
Bread
96 Band Of Gold,
Freda Payne
8 Wore to
Chicago
13 Wild World,
Jimmy Cliff
4 Rainbow,
M a rend lade
15 love Is Life Hot,
Chocolate
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ATLANTIC CROSSING, Rod Stewart
THE BEST OF, Stylistics
HORIZON. Carpenters
ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay City Rollers
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Of Shag, UK
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FATTY B1 TM BUM, Diversions, Gull
DO IT ANYWAY YOU'WANNA, Peoples Chofes,
Philadelphia
OUT OF TIME, Rolling Stones, Deoca
SHOES, Repersta, Polydor
REACHING FOR THE BEST, Exciters,
20th Century
STAY WITH ME, Lorraine Ellison
Warner Bros
NEW YORK GROOVE, Hello, Bell
CHICK -A -BOOM, 53rd & 9rd Featuring The Sound

I
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/I LIKE IT,

Silver Convention
PEACEPIPE, BT Express
IT ONLY TAKES A MINUTE, Tavares
BRAZIL, Richie Family
WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG AND IN LOVE. Ralph Caner
HOOKED FOR LIFE, The Trammps
DO IT ANYWAY YOU WAN NA, Peoples Choice
MESSIN' WITH MY MIND. Labelle
YOU SET MY HEART ON FIRE, Tina Charles
I JUST CAN'T MAKE IT (Without You) Philly Devotions
SUMMEROF '42. Biddu Orch
CHECKMATE/MELLOW BLOW. Barrabas
WHAT A DIFFERENCE DAY MAKES: Esther Phillips
TO EACH HIS OWN. Faith, Hope and Charity
NOBODY LOVES ME LIKE YOU DO, Jeanne Burton
SUPERSTAR REVUE. The Ventures
SALSOUL HUSTLE, The SalsoulOrch
NON-STOP BT Express
DREAMING A DREAM. Crown Heights Affair
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MGM
Midland Int
Roedshow
Capitol
20th Century
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Farlow e
back
in
harness

CHRIS F.4RLOWE
has signed with his
hand to Polydor
his 1966 hit single
Out Of Time, has
z' been re - released on
,the Immediate label.
Farlowe's band In-

ti

-eludes Madeleine
ylbert Lee, Gerry

Bell,

Con -

.ay, Jean Roussel) and
Chris Mercer.
They will bring out a
new single, Farlowe's
version of We Can Work It
Out, in mid October.
An album, recorded

live

at

the

London

yceum and the Marquee

21

earlier this summer, will

ea

be released In November.
The album will be on

1

special price of
112.60. A tour is likely for
i mid - November, to
coincide with the release
sale at

a

e,

I

If
e

of the album_
SeeIs McCafferty In
lame? - Pagb 8. -

'Not little linda

,

,

booked to open the
show for the Carpenters at the Riviera
Hotel, in Las Vegas,
but was sacked after'
only a few shows.

E.n.

,

i1

A

Little Girl

Anymore.
The song was written
by Linda and produced by
the team that produced
It's In Hie Kiss, Tony
and Bert De
,f Sylvester
Coteaux.
I

R

b KC:

no comment

ELTON
ROCKS IT

The official reason
given for his release was
that he had Introduced
Tom Jones and Dick
Clark In the audience.
Richard Carpenter felt
that, according to showbiz rules, this was the
duty of the headline act.

Sedaka had been

receiving standing ovations for his 35-minute act

throughout four weeks
touring with the Carpenters prior to the sacking.
Sedaka announced

081RIS* have a new
album released In
October. Their Brttlsh
tour dates are. Tunbridge Wells Assem bly
rooms (October I),

Aberystwyth Unlver
sity (31, Cardiff Unlver

slty (4), Oxford University (91p Brunel University (101, Leicester
Poly (II;. Cork (17),
Dublin (18) and Belfast
(19). More dates will be
fixed for November.
Smoke", have their follow
up single to If You
Think You Know How
To Love Me, released on
September 12, titled
Don't Play Your Rock
And Roll To Me, An
album titled Changing
All The Time, Is
released on October 3

ó

Rocket Records,

perfect combination

record company,

statement saying: "What
appeared on paper to be a

when his contract proved to be a
with DJM expires in slmal imbalance.
the middle of next

profes-

Regret

year.

EMI and Rocket

have announced a
new licensing deal,

but Rocket retain

their independence.

Later releases will
from Klkl Dee,

come

Stackridge, Brian and

Brenda Russell and Colin
Blustone,
Davey Johnston Is to
record a solo album,
produced by Elton.

NEIL SEDAKA.

..

fired from the Las Vegas season

"Every performer must

do what is best for himself
and apparently that is
what the Carpenters have
done in choosing to end
the tour with me.

"I regret any difficulties this may present,
but I assure you I had no
control over the unfortunate outcome. "
The Carpenters did not
make a statement.
Richard and Karen'
have added an extra
British show to their tour.
They will be doing a
second night at the
Birmingham Hippodrome
on November 27.

Marty Kristian, Paul

Roxy add dates

Layton and Danny Finn
have a single released
on September 12, titled
Take Me Back.
Budgie Changes in dates.
The gig on September
23, originally set for
Torquay Town Hall,
now switched to Barnstaple Queens Hall;

ROXY MUSIC have

set three ,extra dates
in their British tour
itinerary.
They will play

Bournemouth concert

another night at the

on

October

18.

They

booked to play the

1.

17th.

21.

h.

HELLO SAILOR
-

-

University

(21).
The tour continues at:
Aylesbury Friars (25),

Twickenham Winning

Post (28), Chester Quaintways (27). Birmingham

Town Hall (28), Scarborough Penthouse
(29), Cleethorpes Whiter

I

BRYAN FERRY end friend at Roilerbell premiere

postponed from
SAILOR BEGIN their British tour
on October 3 at Edinburgh
earlier this year
University.
Other dates are: Glas- Gardens (30), Hull
University (31).
gow University (4),
Dates in November
Bedworth Civic Hall (9),
are: Manchester UnlverMusic
Hall
Shrewsbury
ally (Nov 1), 'Cardiff
(10). London Imperial
University (5). Salford
College (11), Exeter University (7), Dagen=
(13), ham Roundhouse (8),
Guildhall
(14).
Plymouth
London Victoria Palace
Eastbourne Winter Gar(9), Bury St Edmunds
dens (15), Newcastle Poly
Corn Exchange (1l),
(17), Cromer Links Keeie University (12),
Pavilion (18), Croydon
Derby Cleopatra's (13),
Greyhound (19), Bath Ormsklrk Edge Hill
Assembly Rooms (21),
College (14), and LeicesNottingham University
ter University (15).
(22), Stoke Victoria Hall

-

switched from

Village Bowl; Cardiff
University. gig on Sept.

were already
Two more dates have
been put in for the Cardiff
Capitol on October 20 and

29th

Winter Gardens to

London Wembley
Empire Pool on

to

ELTON JOHN Is to
record for his own

the audience on his final
show what had happened,
saying he had no hard
feelings. He later issued a

Among the first re¡LINDA LEWIS has a new leases following the new
single released on Sep- ,agreement will be albums
tember 19. Titled Rock from Nigel Olsson, The
And Roller Coaster, It Is Hudson Brothers and
taken from her album, Solution.

INot

BRIEF

SEDAKA

THE CARPENTERS have fired Nell
Sedaka from their Las Vegas season and
have dropped him from their forthcoming
° ' t J -i.
tour of Japan.
Sedaka was

-

t

l

NEWS IN

McCrae due
GEORGE McCRAE Is
due to arrive in Britain on
October 2 for a 21 date
tour, but the venues have
still to be announced.

McCrae's single, Been

So Long, has

into the charts.

just come

Steeleye
add seven

been set for the
Hammersmith Odeon

on September 27. There
will be two shows. This

SEVEN EXTRA
dates have been
added to the Steeleye Span tour. They

are all at universities.
An album produced by Mike Batt
and titled All Around

My Hat

will,

be

released on October
3.

The additional dates
are: Salford University

(October 10). York
University (11), Reading
University (15), Can-

terbury Kent University
(16), Sheffield University
(31). Aberystwyth University (November 4),
and Swansea University
(6).

30, now to take place an
October 1, at the Top
Rank.
The Pasadena Orchestra
will be at Ronnie Scott's
for two weeks from
September 29. .
Charlie Rich's concert at
London's Drury Lane
Theatre la sold out. so
an extra concert has

replaces
originally

a

biography, called

fair Ballroom (12),
Dagenham Roundhouse
(13) and Chalk Farm
Roundhouse (14).

OUT OF TIME

ANN

THE ROLLING STONES
1'

F13597.

DECCA

A

Man In Black
. The
new Dave Mason single
features Dave Crosby
and Graham Nash.
Steve Barley has Just
produced a single for an
unknown arUsl called
Dennis Cmoley. It Is
titled So Ashamed and
Is out an September 19
. Barry White has a
collection of his greatest hits released at the
end of the month.
UFO dates this month
Include Newcastle May-

The Version
11

concert

set for the
Glasgow Apollo on that
date.
Johnny Cash has Just
published his autio-

4
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NASH SURVIVES
BRANDS CRASH

TOUR NEWS

JOHNNY NASH, shaken, bruised and
bandaged, was OK this week after a
spectacular crash at the Boob's Radio One
race meeting at Brands Hatch on Sunday.
Nash was among
half a dozen drivers SKELLERN'S
who spun off in the
Chari'ty Challenge HARD TIMES
PETER SKELLERN beTrophy Race.
gins a British

Whittaker

Nash's Shellsport` Escort ended up a crumpled
wreck after_ he spun
across a ditch and into a

fence.
Nash was treated at the

track's medical centre
and left with his arm
bandaged.
The ten lap race was
won by Emperor Rosko

after "experts" Cozy
Powell

NOEL EDMONDS` leading the silly brigade at

Brands Hatch

.

and Noel Ed-

monds "did a silly" and
ended a promising duel

for the leadership by

Purple keep
on moving _

disappearing, side by
side, on to the Grand Prix
section of the circuit.
Both Edmonds and
Powell appeared at the
end of the race riding toy
town motorbikes.

DEEP PURPLE have a single released at

new album, which is
titled Come Taste
The Band and is
released in the first
week in October.
This is the first Purple
album to feature guitarist

seven of the 10 tracks on
the

album.

Purple begin their

world tour on November
opening In Hawaii. then
go on to N-ew Zealand,
Australia. Japan, the
States and Europe. They
finish with selected dates
in Britain In the Spring.

2,

I
i

(September 28), Oxford
New Theatre (October 5).

Palgnton Festival

sJ

Theatre (7), Portsmouth
Guildhall (8). Wolverhampton Civic Hall (9),

DAVID: waxing here

the album with
Skellern are George
Harrison and Rob Townsend.

tour dates
are: Bristol Colston Hall
(Oct 21, Edinburgh Usher
The other

Hall (5), Manchester

Opera House (6), Croydon
Fairfield Hall (7) and
Coventry Music Hall (8).
On October 19, a
musical comedy by Peter

Skellern, titled Dirty
Giant,

opens

at Cov-

entry's Belgrade

Theatre. It Is expected to
run for four weeks.

Cassidy,
the voice
DAVID CASSIDY

Eastbourne Congress
(1 2)
Theatre
Bournemouth Winter
is

to

make an album at the
Rockfield Studios In
Wales this autumn.
Cassidy will be using
mainly British musicians,
but there is a possibility
he will bring some
American musicians In
'with him.
As with the last album,
The Higher They Climb,

will be co -produced by
Bruce Johnston.
he

with Jack Jones, Is
to tour with him this
Autumn.
As guest artist, Lyn
Paul will appear In the
.

first half of each show.

tour at the
special request of Jack
She Joins the

Jones.

The tour opens at
Coventry 'Theatre on

Gardens (14), Chatham
Central Hall (15), Brutal

Colston Hall (16),
Scarborough Futurist
Theatre (18) and Leicester De Man tfórt Hall (19).

Bay City
Rollers

(:),

London
Theatre Royal (9).

Other dales are: Bristol

2,

Other dates are: pon,
stable California eau.
room (October 4), Norwich Crackers (e), Parnborough Burlesque (e).
Southend Zero 6 (Ii,
Birminghám Barbatall.s
(JO) and another date to
be confirmed (11).

Billie Jo Spears
BILLIE

JO 'SPEARS

arrives in Britain non

month to tour with George

Hamilton IV. They open
at Croydon Fairfield
Halls on October 2.
Other dates are
Brighton Dome (si,
Bournemouth Winter
Gardens (4), Torquay
Princess Theatre (s)

Chester ABC (29), Bar.
row . to Furness (10),
Leeds Town Hall (ill
Hull ABC (November 1),

THE FATBACK BAND
on again.
Chatham Central Hall tour Is the
news last
(28), Cardiff Capitol (29) Following
that
the Fatback
week
hnd London Palladium
Band and Millie Jackson
(30).

Gardens

Odeon on October

Australian television.

Bournemouth Winter

Usher Hall (4),

London Hammersmith

Redruth Regal

Colston Hall (11), Paignton Festival Theatre (12),
Birmingham Odeon (14),
Oxford New Theatre (18),

Carlton Theatre
Croydon Fairfield
Hall (20), Eastbourne
Congress Theatre (21).
London Palladium (231,

but

without Millie Jackson
The Fatback Band am
headline the taur that_
selves, starting at the

THE BAY CITY ROLL
ERS begin á tour to
Australia on November
28. They have set up a 10 city tour in Australia and
New Zealand.
The tour finishes on
December 19.
The Rollers' TV series

October 28. Other dates
are: Southport Theatre
(Oct. 29/30/31), Newcastle City Hall (November 1), Glasgow Apollo
(2), Aberdeen Capital
Theatre (3), Edinburgh

Shang A Lang
currently showing

is
on

Dublin
(18),

-

now take place

series of dates.
The other concerts ark:
Southport New Theatre

19.

On

Record Mirror a Hine
been told that the tour

ROGER WHITTAKER,
currently In the charts
with his single The Last
Farewell, is to appear at
the Landon Royal Albert
Hall on October 4.
The concert la one of a

tour on

October I at Birmingham
Town Hall. To coincide
with the tour, an album
titled Hard Times will be
released an September

tour was cancellM

Roger

Jack brings in Lyn

the end of the month titled' You Keep On
Moving.
It is an edited Tommy Bolin, who LYN PAUL, whose name
Rlchle Black - his been linked romantl.
version of a track replaced
more. Bolin co - wrote rally

taken from their

73.

Fatback Band

161

Chatham Central Hag
(9), Chelmsford Odes
(10), Ipswich Gautntc
(18/19). Kilburn State
(22), Newcastle City Hell

(29), Aberdeen Mu- t
Hall (24), Glasgow Apd'
(25), Edinburgh UM
Hall (28).
The tour continues et;

Liverpool Empire

121

Manchester Opera Howe
(8), Hanley G..umont(7),
Nottingham Theatre Rey

-

al (8), Coventry Theatre'
(9),

a
FuriciririNew

York

Hollywood
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they showed just why
they have their first ever

album at number one
ever here in their ten year
career.
Perhaps now promoters
will realise the Woodstock
days have gone and are
almost forgotten.

*7Fkttr*

ELTON SEES

1E

BENEFIT

BUF FY ST MARIE has for a long time now THE SUPERDOME ELTON JOHN
been keeping herself in the background of down South In New Jules Stein Eye raised over 150,000 for tb
things. For the next six month" however, Orleans is the source of the Los Angeles Clinic from his six shows at
good news. Last week It
Troubadour.
she appears to be changing all that.
was the showplace for a
Attendance was However, the part ell'
soul
extravaganza
consuch
that
police had definitely not be playcd
She's working on Starsh.p at a music sisting of the Tempts.
held in Syracuse
to barricade Santa by Mrs Allman. Hr
the children's TV festival
weekly variety show V
last Tuesday. But It Lions, the Isley Brothers,

show Sesame

Street, and will be

for the next

16

segments, including
location work in
New Mexico.

After that Miss Marie
takes part in a movie
about her life which
before the first frame Is

shot, has been sold
worldwide.
In the mean while Butfy
will be rehearsing with
her band, Peace and
Quiet, in Nashville for an
Autumn tour.
Then last but not least,
and somewhere

antngot

all ,that, she'll

be
new album in

recording a
LA Obviously a busy
lady who's determined to

bring public attention
back her way.

*Mt**

TIME BEACH BOYS
headlined. support were

America. the Doable

Brothers and Jenereoo

didn't work out quite the
way itwas supposed.
The festival started
going wrong during a
rainstorm which began in
the middle of America's

set An estimated 500
festival goers decided

they wouldn't pay the $16
admission charge and
started breaking through
a weak six foot wire

Monica Boulevard
to keep traffic away
much to the
The Superdome is a new
American 'football sta- irritation of neighdium, with a seating bourhood residents
capacity Hof 86.000. It who found
it difficult
should prove to be a good
money spinner for touring to get to their

Donald Byrd, the Blackbyrde and the O'J aye.

English bands In the
future.

ir A'**'A'

fence.

Confusion followed, and
said festival goers began
hurling bottles and rocks
at the state troopers In
attendance. After a lot of
tear gas and a few arrests
things were once more
under way.
Unfortunately the atmosphere never got back
on the right track and the
day ended up with the
Beach Boys going on just
before midnight to a
slightly ~Interested audience.
The only saviour for the
day was the set put on by
Gram Stick and her
Jefferson Stanship. In it

PERSONAL NOTE: on
arriving home on Thurs.
day night, yours faithfully was surprised to find a
small brown paper bag
outside his apartment
door.

Cautiously opening It I

was pleasantly surprised
to find my beet bit of news
for the week .
2 lbs of

chocolate chip cookies
and an invitation to see
Isaac Hayes at the Felt
Forum.
Plc. and a report on
that concert soon.
STEPHEN MORLEY

-

At the Troubadour
Elton introduced the song
Street Kids from his
upcoming LP. a rocker he
said was typical of the
material on the album.
Word la that his new
single will be Island Girl,
also from the album, to be

released in mid

-

September,

~Stir*

SONNY BONO has a role
in a forthcoming episode
oMa
.The Stolz Million Dollar
n, to be seen on
American TV
Also In the same
episode Is an android
woman, who bears a
strange resemblance to a
dark - hatred female
singer Sonny once knew.

seen at the same tonic
on another network.

***tor*
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Tapestry this wee
becomes the twat(
longest. running albar

Wl

all time on the A
album chart
At 292 weeks, It bass
Mantova N's 'Turn CD

cores,' which bad a 221
week run. The ant
albums It must best al::
the original cast 44
recording The Music
(24s weeks), the soli
rack of South Paclf c
weeks) and the oil
cast of Camelot
weeks).
If Carole on the rot'
30, 191.
come Aug 1507111
will beat Johnny Ma=
and Johnny's Gres
lts,c the hart f6'
record 490 weeks,c
Carole la prepare)
new album. which

'

Ha

dudesthree.cogswrCwith her Met Into'
Gerry Gofln
FRED BBOR
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"Some of the things we
do are In the barber shop

"I suppose It's like
seeing the Rollers In
Edinburgh," says Bar.
tram.
Now Shows ddywaddy
have consolidated their

musical style. They're
really pleasing five - part
harmonies."
Just listen to our
album Step Two," adds
The Duke "There are
tracks on there that will
surprise a lot of people."

position over here,

they're aiming to assault
the American market.
Heartbeat is the first
single they've released on
the other side of the
Auanue.

The conversation turns
to cars The band had just
sold a large American
Plymouth because the

Insurance for groups with
fast ears Is astronomical.
Then the secret Is
revealed Les McKeown
paid í530 to insure his
car.
Lunch breaks up and
it's back to the studios for
a halrwash In time for
another ramera call.
The party splits up,
some members piling into
a car owned by their
record company chief.
That's the way Sho.

Registers

-

"The record company

seem to think this Is the
one to do It," says Dave

o

0
MALCOLM ALLURED, also known as "The Duke" is looking for

his band.
Re and the rest of Showaddywaddy have agreed to meet in a
restaurant for lunch, but the others have not arrived, so The Duke
heads for a nearby pub.
On the way he spots a second - hand shop a nd in the window is a
white, custom - made Les Paul Gibson guitar. He enters the shop.

by David Hancock

"And we've had a great
reaction so far.
"We know it takes a
long time before anything
registers over there. So
we're keeping our fingers
crossed."
But though Showaddy's
last two singles put them
firmly in the rock 'n' roll
bag, Dave maintains they
are much more versatile
than that

waddywaddy dolt.

Y..

"How much?"
"Three seventy five, but if you're interested three fitly.
The Duke gently puts the Gibson back in position and is just about to leave when
the guv'nor shouts: "It
"That a asn t really we're not," he adds. "In
used to belong to the
intentional," says The fact we probably work
Allman Brothers."
Duke. "we were looking harder than any other
"That's not a bad round for songs and band In the country.
bargain you know," says everybody was doing the
"There are eight group
The Duke.
members, five permanent
same thing.
"But I'm a drummer."
"We teamed up with road crea and we have kit
In fact, although The Mike Hurst and he played worth [60,000. .'
Duke drums on about a
us tapes, but we didn't
the band are
Most
third of the band's like them. But he liked' now in ofthe restaurant
numbers, he is also one of
the songs we had written having taken a break
the group's dancers and
and that was that
from a hectic day at the
occasionally strums gui"Three Steps To Heav
BBC Television Centre,
tar.
en was done as an album where they've been
He's made the pub by track, and then it was recording a spot for Top
now, and the boys aren't
difficult to pick a single Of The Pops.
there either, but with a
and so we put tha tout
Lead singer Dave
pint of lager In his
"It was our tribute to Bartram takes up the
Leicestershire fist talk Eddie Cochrane on the conversation, in between
moves on from guitars to
15th anniversary of his mouthfuls of chicken liver
the state rock 'n' roll finds death. "
pate
itself in today.
That tribute only just
"Our first major British
missed hitting the lop tour was fantastic. and

F

.

Difficult

"Nobody's vvriting rock
roll these days," he
says "That's the difficult
thing. There's only Roy
'TV

Wood.

"You know, we told him

he should have given us

Are You Ready To Rock,
we'd have probably taken
it to number one, "
Yet Shou addywaddy's
first -four hit singles were
and
all self - penned
pretty good rockers al

-

that

spot, and went on to sell
more than 100.000 copies.
Showaddy's latest release, Heartbeat. Is the

old Buddy Holly number
and Is also streaking up
the charts Once again,

it's

a

tribute.

"But don't

get the
we're not
wrong idea
going to turn into a band
who just re - vamps old

-

rockers,

emphasises.

The Duke

"We'll

be

going back to our own

material."
"People think we're
just

a

studio band, but

RECORD MIRROR

we're about to go on the
road again. We've a huge
string of dates.

CS

Warning
"But I warn you, don't
come and see us at the De
Montfort Hall, or you'll
get the wrong idea of the

band."

1

that Showaddywaddy's
popularity in their home
town, Leicester, Is out of
all proportion to that in
other places.

'

rt

What Bertram means Is

.

2Arte competition

ENTRY FORM
1.

Who is Scherrie Payne's famous

sister?
TUL

SNUB_

100 SUPREMES'
2.

ALBUMS TO WIN
SOUL FOLLOWERS read on, because
this week we've got 100 copies of the
latest Supremes' ablum as prizes. The
album has beén acclaimed as one of
their best in recent years, and features
their single, He's My Man.
All you have to do to enter the
competition Is to answer the three
questions on the coupon and send your
entry' no later than September 21, to
".upremes' Competition, PO Box 195
Spotlight House, 1 Benwell Road,
London, N7 7BB.

first

correct entries drawn
from the sack will win a copy of the
album. The Editor's decision is final.
The

100

Which founder member of the
Supremes has recently had a baby

girl?
3. Cindy Birdsong left another group to
Join the Supremes. What is the name of

that other group?

NAME
ADDRESS

13,

(block letters)

>,)f
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Pierrot and Gatsby are both buried, Instead It's another year, another
another Leo Sayer?
album and .
Well, not quite. This time he assures everyone it's the real Leo Sayer,
someone he's wanted to be all along but never had the chance. The
allverbird downing days he now
calls "pretty idiotic and actually

Theatrical
wanted to do all

really
that but we (meaning Adam Faith
and himself) had to have an "in" to
the business and that was the days
of Gary Glitter and Marc Bolan.
But since going through that
theatrical period I've learned more
about myself and more about
stagecraft and how to entertain. "
He says his two highly successful
tours of the USA put the whole

thing into perspective.
"In thin country It's a question of
Image. Image, image. It's the way
you look, even more than what you
da
"Then 1 got over to the States and
I was wearing the clown costume
and they all said: 'What are you

'

..

r

9

o.

-

"Í =

t,

!r

.

f

)'

e

by
David Hancock

wearing that bloody stupid makeup for? You're a great singer and,
you write great songs and your
music's incredible but why do you
bother with that stupid Image'?
"Then It came home to me that
America was slightly ahead of

England."

Sayer Is confident he can go
onstage without any props and still
be a good entertainer. "I don't
want people to observe me, I want
them to participate," he says.
He'll find out how accepted the
real Sayer is when he starts a

British tour in October. It

coincides with a top single,
Moonlighting, and his third album,
Another Y ear.
It also marks a break with the
Leo Sayer / Dave Courtney
songwriting team which had been
tipped as a new Elton John /
Bernie Tau pin.
Instead the lyrics have been
written by Sayer, with old friend
Frank Farrell helping translate
Leo's musical ideas to paper. The
result is a series of vignettes from
Sayer's past leaning heavily on
a recurring theme in
loneliness
all his work.
Yet he rejects out of hand any
thought that he plays on Use little '

-

Tim Hardin and How Can We
Hang On To A Dream, Number 2,
just In, is Closing Time with Tom
Waltes. Number 3, an old
favourite, is the Basement Tapes,
by Bob Dylan. Number 4 Is
Leonard Cohen, obviously, Number I Is Leonard Cohen. And
Number a is Leonard Cohen.
"It's bedsitter music and I
thought well Christ why not write
a song for all the people who hang
out in bedsits.
"And I still listen to all that
music you see, so basically I'm
very old-fashioned. Last year I
was listening to the Ohio Players
and this year I'm listening to
Leonard Cohen.
"Creatively, my songs are little
bits of my past corning up and
hitting me In the face," he adds.
It's this approach that could make
Sayer Into a bedsit hero himself.
"I'm not naturally a loner, It's
just that I've been through that
whole period," he continues. "I'm
not that way now, although I have
to be alone to write; I have to be

who guided his rise to fame.
So much so that the sorcerer's
apprentice la hoping to branch out
himself. He H passionate when he
talks of young groups and artists
trying to break into the music
business
"I would like to find some
songwriters and maybe start a
publishing company . . "
But all his dreams could crush if
he has to leave Britain becauss of
the crippling taxes_
"I've been thinking ahead this a
lot recently. When 1 was over In LA
I met Rod and Joe Cocker, people
who are living over there because
of that problem, and the whole
thing strikes me as a little sad
really. You get people like Rod
asking everybody who goes over
there about the football results and

The tea things are cleared away
and his publicist orders beers.
Sayer reckons his split with fellow
writer Courtney was amicable.
"We didn't sit down and talk
about It, I just chose to go that way,
but I feel better for it, and fresher.
I can see a time when we'll work
together again . . . I mean I want

Ccould help a lot of young people
the saute way Adam helped mewl
and I'd like to start this studio

Is

.

"I never

'

Ná

LEO SAYER is a reformed loner; a clown who has grown
into a curly -headed street kid and'replaced his pierrot outfit
with denims.
At a time when acts are getting more spectacular, and
theatrics threaten to be more important than the music,
Sayer has turned his back on It and sworn he'll never dress
up again.

overdone.

1e

LIS

_

pointless".
He has recently moved bads to
London from Brighton; has a
Thameside house In Chiswick; is
toying with the idea of getting a
boat; and grins when he refers to
himself as the "residential
suburban MrJonea".
Sayer's at London's Cunard
Hotel, a functional building littered
with glass cases containing models
of their liners, and Leo is searching
for the Titanic and the Lusitania.
He can't find them.
He sits down and, while his
publicist orders tea, Sayer points
out: "AU that showbiz stuff Is a bit
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boy lost theme because he knows ft
pays off.
"It's not that at all. I haven't sat
down and worked out a plan of
attack. That's me, unfortunately. I
sit down and consciously try and

write something different, but
similar things do re -occur and I'm
really into themes of loneliness,"
he comments.

Sayer's return to middle-class
London Is a lot different from his
bedsitter days when everyone he
knew lived down Ladbroke Grove.
They were days which, Leo
suggests, still Inspire his musical

creativity.

They were also his loneliest,
driving him almost to the point of
suicide, and are encapsulated in a
track, called Bedsltterland, from
the new album
"That's a personal experience,"
he's quick to point out. "I' do
believe there's a definite bedsitter
culture in London, which is rather
fasdna ling.
"Living 1n a bedsitter you would
go round to other people's bedsits
and everybody would have the
same records.
'I've even got a bedsitter chart
at home. Number 1, with a bullet,

Isolated."

that to be."
The split came about because
Courtney had his own album to do
and Sayer was touring the States
and Australia sitting In hotel rooms

trying to write tracks for Another
Year when he found he was having

to work out music himself.
He describes new man Farrell as
an ex -musical director, arranger

and man of all instruments, who
missed out on the business.
It's three years since Sayer'.
name was first bandied about and
he's still grateful to manager
Adam Faith, nicknamed Svengaa,

things like that. "

Carved -up

The passion begins to stir again
as he says: "When the grand slice
comes Apr way it will be carved up
into an even grander sller for the
Inland Revenue With that money,

In the meantime, he reckons the
bedsits and the dole queues have
stood him In goal stead and he only
takes out about tlolf a week for
and everything in his
himself
new house Ism hire purchase.
'.Money Is a powerful medium
and a lot of good can be done with
money as well as a lot of set/injection," he maintains.
More money could come his way
through television. "I got offered a
TV play the other day but I can't do
it because ira right in the middle of
the tour of the States I don't know
what It was about butt would have
liked to have a go.
"blind you they probably wanted
me to play a clown or something
Just my luck!" He grins
again and sips his beer.

-
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SINCE Hello had their first and only big hit with Tell
Him, they've been struggling.
next two singles got no
further tban the star - breakers, Their
and hest week saw the arrival
of their latest effort, New York Groove
the breakers.
Their recent lack of big success can be put Indown,
in the main, to
bad luck. After doing so well supporting Gary
Glitter on a couple of
tours, they landed the job of opening for the
Osmonds on their
European and British dates, only to lose it after one gig.

-

Ttrer
been unfortunate too, In getting tittle
airplay. "We thought,"
says lead singer Bob

Bradbury, "that after

Tell Him, the next one
would be bound to get on
the Reeles playIbt but It

I,

didn't. "
Local radio stations
have given all Hello's
releases a fair few whirls,
but wins on Radio 1 have

been

-

few

and

fat

between, "I think only
Rasko's playing the new
one at the moment," says
Bob.
Far from being downhearted about the slow
progress of their career,
Hello seem positively
carefree and, on the day
of this interview, Rob and

yr

HELLO

AGAIN
by Ray

Fox -Cumming

drummer Jeff Allen

seemed more concerned
snatching a day or
two'swith holiday on the Isle

of Wight than anything
else. Three of the band's

four members

crossed and hoping New
York Groove creeps up
lust far enough to earn
them that all important
Top Of The Pops spot.

"We think it's probably
the best single we've
done," says Bob. "Russ
Ballard wrote It specially
for us. The next one
though will probably be
me of our own, called
Keeps Us Off The Streets.
UUe

ur

Y 1Íl

du,

had'

recently returned frrm a
few days boating on the
Norfolk Broads.
At the moment they're
Just keeping their fingers

It's also going

h-y-\

i

LEE WARD

Pd

l_
iI

\

1

C!

C..

to be the
'11

Problem

'

1

The Hello album has
been something of a
problem. "It was originally recorded back in

April," says Jeff_

says Bob, "we
intended putting it out to
tie in with a hit single
but we didn't get the hit

-

single.
-The album included
meant of our stage act, but
now that's all changed
and so about half the
album's completely out of
date for us. We've got one
or two songs written to
replace some of the out of
- rate stuff, but we still

``A

.

Y

.

need some more.

ny

'We're bigger there
than we are hew," says
"All the reeords
Jeff
have been hits in

Germany " The group's
stage presentation has
gone through a fairly
drastk change over the
pint few months. "The
costumes have gone."

u.

_
says Bob, 'and so have
most of the routines. The
whole thing's a lot more
We wear
casual now
leans, T - shirts and

Lee does admit, box -ever, shad If Venn Jones
popped his head threw he dude door one
day bee !unbar ed logs might RteamleakN.

the schedules and cameramen at the

have. Pans People aar milt a load vitiate: thee
morals suspender are pe
lea explaineL
l
always wondered tiff They' were perfect
ladies 'They arepmdectladlsa.
"When 3132113131113 wanted thereto do rue:Mae
with school gale,emsumme and seepnale, belle,
they abaoluteety retuned oettrdgM'^ said ILarfi,
And that goes lar a Mt Rd Ithe ;produces they're
asked lo advertise

firing.
First guess is right; there are two
new members of Flick Colby's highstepping precision dance team While
the new girls are barely used to all

adapted

winkle- pickers.'
re

III soon be seen

which stars Terry,

Thomas, Stephanie De
Sykes, the Rubettes, Mud
and Kenny Hello play
the resident band of a
club and perform the two
singles which followed
Games's Up
Tell Him

-

and Bend Me, Shape Me.
Bob and Jeff probably

wish now that they never
brought up the subject of
their fan club, but they
did and this Is what
happened.
Question
Who runs It'

Try iteyoull like it...a lot!

/ore
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When it came to narrowing down the
applicants from 1.000 to two. the perceptive ins
Colby couldn't have selected two greater
opposites than tae Ward and Mary Carpe
At 17, Mary has reluctantly taken over the
UUe of Pan's "baby". Blonde and subdued- her
delicate features are not unlike those of Susan
Dey, the American model I actress who played
David Casaidy's younger sister in The
Partridge Family. She has the same wide eyes.
pouting mouth and slim figure (sda eights, but
perhaps the most encouraging thing about her
youthfulness is that she's jdned the line-up
before she even had a chance to nnlsh ached.

Very calm
I

}' Li

_s.-3

Bob: "A woman

...

Jeff: "Oh, what's per

name.

Bob: "Sorry I can't
remember."
Jeff "Walt a minute,
sn't It Ann something?"
Bob: "Yes ..
er,
el.... Ann
that's it

...

Ford "
Question:
address?

Jeff-

.

What's the

"Er

.

.

.

PO

Bob: "No, that's the old

one."
Jeff. "Is It?"
Bob: "I think

so. Sorry
expect someone front the
record company knows. "
Question: Do you ever
see the lady from the fan
club?
Bob: "Oh yes, we pop
round there frequently to
answer letters and write
messages for our fans."
Which leaves one more
question, and me it didn't
seem quite polite to ask
them direct: How do you
manage to go and visit
your fan club secretary U
you don't know her
address?
I

s1

'W

admirably to the fuss being made
over them

Hello

_

BY NOW your TV has probably
revealed that either Pan's People
have grown or your aerial needs

TV Centre, they've

'7ñln,"

In the film Side By Side,

. .-

.--

pecn.e

a

ofouralburn"

"Hopefully we'll get It
all recorded In the fairly
near future and then, If
the neat single's a hit
when it comes out around
November, we'll put the
album out at the same
time. "
Hello have no formal
tour lined up for the near
future, because, obviously, they want to tour in the
wake of a hit, but they are
doing a number of gigs up
and down the country and
are soon off for a couple of
months touring In Germa

-

- MARY CORPE now part of elfirit"s foam

Mary's from Brightm, where her nn=
supervises a branch of a large chain More and
her father in an international telephmist Until
she was 12 Mary trained In dance at home.
Since then she's been getting up al the ungodly
hour of 5.30 aun to attend classes at London's
Arta Educational School.
Of the audition Mary recalls: "A lot of girls I
know dldn 1 even bother to try. I went and was
very calm. In actual fact. It wasn't 113111 didn't
rare less. butt didn't think rd even be picked. I
went to see Flick's choreography.
"The atmosphere at the audition was Just lire
being back at college; I really enjoyed ft."
The first thing that strikes you about brunette
Lee Ward Is her sense of cottldesmoe and
graceful sophisticatio_ Whether her auburn
hair Lolls round her face. or is wrapped up to
turban, tee speaks with the authrrity of an
experienced professional_ Not surprising.
either; she's already worked with the Lulu
show and Saturday Night Variety show.
Like Mary, she went to the audilm more out
of curlalty than anything else The v-tgoroua
pare of rehearsals, looking good for photo
sessions and then taping the show is on
phasing her al all.
"I guess I'm lucky," she explained
cheerfully. "I can lunette=
un
without a id of
sleep. " lea admits age's excited about working
so cent to warp successful artiste. but adds"The thing Is not to ennuis up with

embarrassment when you meet them
tiaalrally. you lust art as If you've known
someone for years. '

When asked what snlanrmaetptlms the" had
diapren-ed abuts Pam's facade, beer ghee joined
in ill mils® ' 9esplte the or age amne people

rid:"

t

Ohre seVie
'Each

ms,' emrrduded lee. 'in am
individual and tidally dtneaesn Mary and
col

wire

,packed because Pitidk wanted Iwo gets
who were like tam wit the sad ,pleb Who hffi.
(There hate been 1a IPPa in mine y'nanst.
"Eves Mouth Mee* elves sus he routines to
do, each damnner settees around !Hour ºMme la
develop her man ~le_ LLR's amt' important we
an all do the same Mterp, Ion inn own way- and
stifl leak
melee at the same time
leaking
e¡t.
"bu some dame. gouge, foe damee s teer.®e
too inde:penderrt and back title iheyhte doing
different steps when in meaty fey to doing
same one I give Feick
its' MM., Mal
works and weeks w'tlhaadh wdasand Me neap
Pan'a People lilk ,so together is became ed
.

~Weed.
~dime

rI

~it

err

-

As for future plans
sithougb the preemie
has barely emend -Rae dtuinnelly a atria le
into acting. preferably the eramatie variety.
while Mary says she'd Ube to me:Ile dorm.
married and have besi,ur three boys

of

Boys,

"I

fun.

like boys.'" She marled. 'Theylre mere

the meantime, the rood lee ace bon quite
happy to be core o! the girls
Las

by Canal Small

Try it,youll like

its lot!
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IS HE JUST IN TIME?
:::

2,

is

THE EMERGENCE of Dan McCafferty
as a pop star 'lf we can still use such
quaint, old fashioned expression' hasa
been no accident.
The transition shade on the churlLsh
side, even if it is good
from the wiry
haired, denim tot- business.
"If you are going to
ing youth he was to take
people on, you have
the curly - haired, to take them on,"
says
tooth - capped man McCafferty philosophic.

:ti he now is has been
a carefully planned

manoeuvre.

`i
::>

I.:::

::

So It comes as no great
surprise to find him
breaking with a very
acceptable solo single.
Out Of Time
McCafferty's version
has had considerable
airplay, even if Tony
Wonder of the Waves"
Blackburn did qualify
his announcement by
saying he preferred the
original by Chris Far'owe.
In fact, the two

versions are quite

':: similar. although It's ten
is years since Farlowe had
a hit with the song he
'r hasn't had noticeable
success with much else
":- since then.

Complete
So encouraged is
Farlowe (or his record
:ü company) that they are

brin gin

out

their

version again to corn-

':

pete with McCafferty.

Which seems Just

a

made a single was his
version of the old Doris
Troy hit, What You
Going To Do About It.
Dan (and producer
Mann, Charlton, Nazareth's guitarist) have
taken the song and
given it an entirely new

meaning.

never tempt fate."
Dan has a couple of
weeks' start on Chris
Farlowe, but If Far.
lowe's version goes back
Into the charts, It should

turn

out to be an
interesting battle.

Dan's single was
taken from an album
which should be available In a couple of
weeks. The album
contains other cover
versions; the ones I
have heard are creditable renderings.
He has attempted
Stay With Me, which is
ambitious, considering
the incredible power
given to the song by
Lorraine Ellison not to
mention Terry Reid.
Another track from
the album that Dan
thought might have

has come

out in reggae formula.

Vogue

ally,

"When I brought out
the single. I mentioned
that the Stones would
probably bring out their
version again. And It
was promptly released
in the States. Which Just
goes to show you should

It

"The thing that put
me off releasing that as
a
single," says Dan,
'"vas that reggae is in
vogue at the moment.

'I wouldn't like

people to think I was the
latest thing in Disco
Tex. You like to retain a
wee bit of credibility."
Nazareth, about to
begln'a tour In Canada,
will not be performing
any of Dan's material
onstage. But when they

tour Britain later In the
year, it 1s likely they will
at least do Dan's single.
It could be that the
single will be responsible for re - kindling
interest in a band that
was for a while, flagging
badly. It was the Naz
single, White Bicycle,
which first pulled them
out of the depressing

by
Rosalind
Russel l
possibility of this happening, he used outside
musicians on his album.
"It took a long time to
get the album together
because we had to watt
until we could get all the
guys we wanted," says
Dan. "Take Zal Cleminson for instance. He was
so busy with. theAlex
Band he
couldn't fit us in.

Harvey

"We've used strings,
which you won't find on
the group album. In all.
It was more relaxed,
"The one song we
didn't change a lot,"
says Dan. "was Out Of
Time, because It was a
good song anyway. It
had a great arrange-,
ment and feel. The only
bit we didn't use was the
intro because that was
rotten. But I've always
thought that everyone
played

step uo.

tell.

Nazareth albums are
not to be confused in any
way with Dan's solo
material. To avoid any

4

who made versions of
that song always under-

musical mire they'd

slipped Into. Out Of
Time could be the next

r=

it."

I doubt If Mr Farlowe
would agree, but only
time, and the charts will

DAN McCAFFERTY:
"Yes I'M nervous"

WITH

win

ALBUM OUT NOW
Includes his great
new hit single
Move It
MAG 39
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Twenty Flight Rock
C'mon Everybody
Bony Máronie
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50 New Ribums
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12 New Books
How To Enter

FROM THE land of silliness comes this week's competition on those three nutters,
(toeing branched out into their new career as recording artists, they've discovered thatThe Goodies.
they've done
very well at It, and nett month win see the release of their first album,
The New Goodies LP.
Seeing as how we try to keep one step ahead, we're offering an exclusive chance for you to be
amongst the first to have a copy of this album, 50 copies of which are
first prize In our competition. 12
runners-up will stand a chance of winning a copy of their book, The Goodies'
Of Criminal Records,
then there are Sacopics of their single. Nappy Love, and finally 12 rather nattyBook
Goodies' T-shirts.
To enter the competition, answer the three questions below, and send them, no later than September
22, to Goodies Competition, PO Box 195, Spotlight House, 1, Benwell Road,
London, N7. The first 50
winners will win a copy of the album, and the next 74 correct entries will win
one of the runner-up
prizes. The Editor's derision Is final
1.

What Is the name of Tim Brooke -Taylor's radio show?

2. Which

3.

member of the Goodies Is

a

qualified doctor?

Weal was the title of the lastGoodles'chart single/

! n`

-

y.

NAME

Cl/

Go

ADDRESS

All those
unbought bars of chocolate soon add up to a
good few pennies in the
pocket.
spending,

YIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept 23)
No one would ever

believe that sweet
mousy little you could

-

_

SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov 22 )
I see visions of many
tittering faces making a
mock of your new gear.
Anything you buy now,
In the way of apparel, Is
bound to be a disastrous
mistake. So hold fast,
wear the old rags you've
been in all Summer and
wait for your peerless
sense of taste to return.

ever put your claws out
quite so viciously, but
next time you're crossed
you will and be quite
Justified in doing so,
Venom and vitriol will
fly off your tongue at a
cowering victim who
won't bother you again.
Everyone else will also
be more than Im- SAGITTARIUS
prceeed .
(Nov 23 to Dec 21)
Now a nice, kind person
like you' wouldn't really
LIBRA
want to hurt anyone's
(Sept U to Oct 25)
feelings deeply, would
Call yourself Libra, the you? Well that's what
scales? Well honey, you've done maybe to
weighted a person who doesn't
they're
against you now and the matter much to you, but
war against wobbly fat they did think the world
must begin In earnest. A of you before It
word of consolation happened. Look to sin
though, a diet may not who you've wounded
be much fun, but at leant and make amends
it cuts down on your quickly.

-

CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan 21)
Not a good time for
doing anything drastic
to create a new you.
Pierced ears will go
septic, bleached hair
will go green, capped
teeth will fall out and
(girls) beware of the
splay boob roll-ona.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 22 to Feb 17)
Okay so you did

pipe.

Accept

what's happened, work
to set it to rights, and
face

the

days

ahead

with piles of smiles.

PISCES
(Feb 18 to Mar tU )
Hypochondria In espe=

daily likely

to blight
the coming

your life in
days. Coughs will seem
like certain bronchitis,
colds like incipient

pneumonia, house-

maid's knee like creeping paralyls and so on.
You may not be quite
Al, but you'll live.

Try it.you'll like it...a lot!

1°"
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nights and parties

syndrome. Off early to
and
bed with you
don't forget to clean

-

your teeth first.
GEMINI
(May 22 to Jun 21)
No, no regrets

.

let

that be your defiant
something awful, but slogan In the days
there's no point In ahead. That old boyadhering on with the friend / girlfriend may
apologies ad nauseam. loom again looking
bemoaning your lot in mighty attractive.
life generally and being Don't be fooled, you're
better off with what you
a total pain in the

exhaust

ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 20)
Heavy romantic advances will be directed
towards your person
this week and If you take
my advice you'll dispatch 'em with a swift
and stentorian no -no.
Many will then gasp at
your wisdom.

(Apr 21 to May

have now.

`

CANCER
(Jun 22 to Jul b)
Love beckons thrillingly

'

THE FOLLOWING list comprises the winners of our Top Of
The Pops album competition. Because of a delay in obtaining
the albums, please allow approximately 14 days for
delivery of your prize.
Janice Highway, Yewtree
Estate, Walsall, Staffs,.
W S5 4HA.
A. J. Storm, Earley,
Reading, Berks.
Kevin Pender, Benfleet,
SST 5EB, Essex.

Heather Cutler, More
Crichel, Wiruborne, Dorset, BHLL 6DY.
Heather Boughton. Vic-

toria Road. Swanage,

Dorset.
Helen Malkin. Cbopwell,
Tyne and Wear.

Peter Connors, II-

LEO

Iingworth, Halifax, West
Yorks.
Trevor Burd, Wembworthy, Chuiralelgh, Devon, 1X18 7SD.
Lee Hawes, South Harrow, Middx.
Jayne Manning, Harrow,
Middx.
Stephen Conway, Whin fell, Penrlth, Cumbria.
Anthony Lewis, Ournos

all -Important decision

Mid-Olam.
Jean Earley, (loegelton,
Cheshire.
T. Marshall, Brighton,

from many quarters,
but don't rush to return
any of it. The most
appealing proposition
may not be best In the
long run so take a
second look at those who
are presently only also-

rans In your affections,

(Jul 24 to Aug 23)
A time for change, or
maybe for making that

you've been hedging for
so long. Positive action
will bring no regrets,
but delaying tactics will
end In nothing but much
walling and gnashing of
teeth. Be warned and go

toff.

Est.,

Merthyr Tydfil.

Sussex.
Brenda Johnson, Salford
5, Lancs.

Michael Read, Tim-

Parley. Altrtncham, Cheshire.
Keith Packer, Englefleld
Green, Surrey.
Christopher Lee, Walk.
Instown, Dublin 12, Eire.
Hilary Copeland, Ealing,
W.13.

TAURUS

21)

You may look decidedly
the neck

thrilling from

COMPETITION WINNERS

downwards, what with
the suntan and all, but
it's such a pity that your
face is showing such
distinct signs of the late.

.Alan WWiarns,

Mahlon,
Essex.
John Lee, Salford, M7
9GS

Lana,

Mark Rlvett, Welling,
Kent.

Dents McCulloch,

Drumchapel, Glasgow,
016 SAB.

-

Marina Gibson, Merry meet, Whltestone, Nr.
Exeter, Devon.
K. H. Lovett, Beckley,
North anta.

Perry

Bureo, Potters

Bar, Herts.
A. Chadwick, Ceosagates,
Leeds 15.

Mies Y. Elcock, Carleton
Road, Hai loway,1(7.

Simon

John

Miller.

Glasgow, C12 -LC,

Scotland.
Ronald Melhuish, Bay
sdale Road, Thornby,
Stockton On Tees, Cleve
land.

Susan Priston, Jolesfield,
Partridge Green, Sussex.

Mark Keen, Walk Estate,
Woolwich, SEIS London.
John Badcock, Whittlesey, Peterborough,
1SJ.

PE7

Pat Hawkins, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertz.
Graham Hawes,
Worthing, Sussex
SRC.

Went

BNI1

Susan Compile, Cop'
thorne, Crawley, Sussex.
Trevor M. Kay, CB -

therm, Lamm.
Ann Harrison, Epsom

Downs, Surrey.
Sandra Pantltog, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
John Chappell, Nune in
Courtney, Oxford.
Terry Dyson, Gravesend,
Kent.
John Miller, Cheriey,
Lancashire. PR71QS.
Wendy Hewitt, Breda.
tone, Leicester, LES :UN.

Martin Hatter,

Ambles

Gate, Bristol 3,683 IRZ.
Peter Deem, Amertbsm.

Buck., HPe6M.
Col to

Moss.

Walton

a

Thames, Surrey.
Keith Smith, Crowtharne,
Berke, ROIL 7DA.
Linda Harvey, North'

field, Birmingham 31.
Simon (beetham, Prised
Rlsborough, Aylesbury.
Bucks.
Perry Clarke, Haddam"
barn, Nr. Aylesbury.
Bucks. IIP11 MID.

Try it.yoti ll like it...a lot!

Zoto,
Ps'"
"IMMORTALITY"
New Singh on A -6M Records. AMS 7181
Phone: 01-2479856
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A NEW SMASH SINGLE FROM

!

John Miles is without doubt alalent of giant

proportions and the buzz is about. Fbr instance,
Radio Luxembourg have his first Decca single
HIGHFLY picked as a Power Play.
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JOHN MILES
"HIGHFLY"
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IN NEXT WEEK'S

ROD STEWART
defends the faces

-

-

-

-

"There's a ROCK SHOW at the Concertgebouw .. " oo-ee are they good! Chords are plucked like
ripe plums, fat and juicy, they all look pleased. Each number gets one play for a long, long while until
Bluebird, where the rhythm box runs too Iasi Five times they go through It. then on again, one
number one play. Some tour this is going lobe.
After two hours It's all through.
"What did you think?" Asks
Paul.'
.

an exclusive interview

DISCO TE-X

The new numbers sound good.
"There's my boy. It's sounding
good to us. We're just playing it.
learning It, hoping for the best. .

v,

But what about the old ones, do
you get fed up having to do them?
"Yes, a little bit, but not really.
In all truth probably all of us
would enjoy it more if we could
get up there and just totally

gets in- a flap

t.

They don't jam. The nearest
they come to It is with a couple of
medleys, each stringing together
three numbers. '

Our verdict

On the

{

\

jam-

WINGS TOUR

-

7975

THEY DID the little rehearsals at Rye and the big ones at Elstree Film Studios.
We're at Elstree now, to witness one of the last of the big rehearsals In Studio
Five
"A nice place," says McCartney, "they made Murder On The Orient
Express here" and the roadies are bustling to get things right.
Joe English tuning his drums, Jimmy
Wings are already present and correct
McCulloch in the tea room, Linda, shouting instructions to one called Maurice
(or maybe Morris) and Paul tete-a-tete-ing with Denny Lalne. Denny's nodding
and Paul gesticulating arms up, down, out, In what are they talking about?
Guitars are strapped, seats taken, then doodle -drums, doodié-fills, deiodle-pips
and off they go. The rehearsal's begun. Da-da -da -da -dada -da -da, Linda brings In
Venus And Mars. Of course it's easy, but even the man applying Wedgewood
blue emulsion to the studio doors stops painting.

-

ONE -STEP -AHEAD ISSUE

fi

n

.

¡

,
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road
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"Yes, it's Just for a bit of a
Change. If you write three or four
minute songs like I do, you do get
the feeling that It's a little billy.
Eventually we may lengthen
some of them, who knows? You
see,

we're just really starting

We've got enough guitars to open
a guitar shop and we're just going
out on the road singing and
playing
and that's till we're

-

thinking "

Rehearsing with the basic lineup are a four-piece brass section
"It'll come with us throughout
the British tour and. if It works

o

well, we'll lake It
afterwards."
Out

if

The

on

British lour opens

and, once it's over,
they'll be having some time off
before going on to Australia, New

September

9

Zealand, Japan and, later.
America

"We'll be doing something
during the time off. The Idea is
always to keep playing once

we've rehearsed, because if you
lay off for a few months you've
to rehearse it all up
again. We may play a couple of
gigs in that time
pop over to the

f

Sot

-

47.4r
PLUS: the battle of the Bum
Bums AND more great
competitions, the BEST chart
just don't
service, and
miss it. Right!
II

...

r.

Continent or something, but
mainly I'll be be writing and
'doing my usual stuff sitting at
home and playing and having

-

fun."

It's good to hear Paul talking
about "fun" again, after the
winding -up of the Beaties period,
which he's described as "pure
hell".
"The trouble was I couldn't pay
All my money was
anyone
locked up. .I had to keep saying to
Denny: 'Don't worry, you'll get
your money from Band On The
Run. you'll just have to trust
me",which Is a terrible thing to
have to say to someone, because
everyone likes a deal and to see
what they're getting. Denny was
cool though, he Just hung In

there.

''Now the real money

Please hand this to your Newsagent

everyone's earning is beginning
to come through, so everyone's a
IIIUe bit happier
null that
everyone's money crazy, but It
was a little bit awkward.
It's awkward asking them to trust
me when they don't know me
not really, yet. Denny does,
Jimmy a bit and , . . cr - . .
Linda knows nié quite well!"

-

-

Name

Address

Family man
For a moderately successful
musician, without ties, to up and
off on a long tour is probably a
pleasurable prospect, but how
does it feel when you're a
millionaire family man?
"I love it," says Paul. "Our
family's quite adaptable
any
second it could go gypsy '
But what about schooling'
"Well, the eldest one's the main
concern. We take her with us

-

Order / Reserve me Record Mirror and Disc
each week.

some of the way and get someone

In to

help her.

We've got an
I

understanding headmistress
hope!"

-

And now a touch of potted
philosophy on the subject. "I
know a lot of people who are great
people and yet not very educated.
I also know a lot of people who are
very educated and sods. It's

learning about life that's

important, that's the thing."
That little pronouncement Isntt
going to get him into any trouble,
because most people, at least
vaguely, share that view. But
recently, when he mounted his
hobby horse on another subject,
Paul made a prize chump of
himself. Remember the Daily

Mirror

article on his anti Common Market views?
"Yes", admits Mr McC readily,

"that fellow who did it really
carved me up. I was a bit against

It for what could be made to look
like silly reasons _ like I was
saying things like 'we'll have
kilometres instead of miles,
hectares Instead of acres, which
means we lose a lot of our words',
"I was just annoyed because
suddenly we become very French
and I do really think that's too
clever- I think we've got nice
words too. I wouldn't even have
minded If they'd caUed them new
miles, but anyway, that was one
of the reasons and there are a few
others. I wasn't sure
and I'm
still not sure
that it's such a
great dea 1.
"At any rate, I did my little

-

`If

-

"I sent a telegram saying
'Thanks Chris (it was Christopher Ward) for a classic Daily
Mirror carve -up'. That's what It
was. The policy of the paper was
pro-Market at the time and so he
just took hold of me and put 'pop
star in his 70 quid jacket .. ' He
noticed that kind of rubbish
instead of what we were really
supposed to be talking about and
he did make me look stupid.
"I saw Ringo a couple of weeks
afterwards and he went: W a-hoo
you looked daft, worst article I've
ever read'. That's the risk you
take though.
'

Apple btusinoss
"Two years ago I would have

got upset about IL What with all
the Apple business going on, one

-

got a little insecure everything
going on, and going a little bit
wrong. I got a bit conscious about
what anyone was writing about
me, as did John. Everything
anyone said about John, he was
writing 'dear
PISS off
How come you wrote that about
me. Get It out of here'
arguing
tooth and nail."
Now that all the hullaballoo of
laying Apple in its grave is over.
a lot of people are saying that
McCartney's main problem is one
of apathy
writing, recording,
playing
ft's all happened too
many times before to hold any
excitement for him now.
Paul, however, swears that he

---

-

--

I did stop as a performer

it would be
when people didn't really
want me any more'
article. The fellow who came
along was beautiful, smiled all
the way through and said, 'Yeah.
I've got sheep too' and I thought
great, buddy -buddy, great I
should know after all this time but
I still get taken in

has no

difficulty

In getting In

adrenalln shifting: "Because I
tike music, I really love it
Admittedly some albums aren't s
great pleasure to make, but ever)
time I come up to an album t'
always excited and it's going ro
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I've ever

which is the best album
you've ever done?
"1 don't know really. It's a
question of opinlai. A lot of
people say 'McCartney's the only
one
great album, so silly and
funky and laid back or
whatever'. It Is just opinion. My
opinion' Either Venus And Mars
or Band On The Run. Band On
The Run probably, although once
I've made an album I don't really
bother with It, 1 Just leave It to the
people The main thing I get out
of 1l Is the letters people write. "
The next Wings album could
well be a collection of oldies.
"We've had this Idea for a long
time and are walling for the right
moment to do one called Hot Hits
And Cold Cuts, a bit like the Odds
And Sods thing of the Who's
hits and tracks that never got
released, which we've got a whole,
hunch of. It's an Idea louse up all
the old songs, because really I
like to start fresh "
As far as the latest Wings'
album; Venus And Mars, Is
concerned, many people have
thought they detected some kind
of thread running right through
It. McCartney, however, has
chosen not to pinpoint one, though
he admits that subconsciously It
could be there. Why the
reticence?

Ica rang me up and said It wóuld
Increase sales (of the album) by a
quarter of a million and I think he
was right.
"Let's face It. everyone who
makes an album Is trying to sell
as many copies as possible and
any trick they can use to do It they
will
outside swimming the
Atlantic to publicise It, which

So

-

-

-

we're doing next year!"
And so to the future. There was
a time when one wondered how

much

-

-

Frank Ifield

"Well,"

he says, launching Into
lengthy explanation. "With
Sergeant Pepper I had the Idea to
make the album as If It were
made by another group, so we got
Into all kinds of things that we
weren't into
like I wouldn't
have pictures of Marion Brando
on the wall, but this group were
supposed to
and we let our
Imaginations go.
"There was never intended to
be any kind of thread, but as
you're making It, you're on the
same bunch of chords, or thinking
about the same kind of things, so
It tends to get a thread whether

"Oh I don't know about that
By 50 I'd have to slow some of the
numbers down a bit and get the
decibels down a little.
"It's silly, but I always thought

-

was the age, because when I
was around 19 Frank Ifleld was
25

around and I remember looking
at Frank and thinking 'How old's
he? Welk that's It, you Can't go
beyond that'.
"So you get to 25 and you're
there and you're right In the
middle of the total Beatle success
and you're not going to stop. So It
becomes 26. 27. 29, doesn't
matter.
"I don't really feel much
different now, although I'm 33. I
don't feel 39 and It amazes me
that I am. I presume that l'U be
that amazed when I'm 90 and I'll
still think I'm 20.
"I'm sure God will slow me
down though. I don't mind. it has
to be and I've got a lot of other
Interests I'm beginning to get
Into Like publishing
I always
see that as a great skive. Just go
into your office and say 'well, who
wants to do the songs today,
then?' .
. Great. you Just take
people out to lunch, plug records

you llkeitornot
"So from that, I thought the
idea was not to put a thread in
write It like Tommy. for Instance,
which is one way to go about
but to get a bunch of
things
songs and put them into an order
which makes some sense. It's a
little more random, not so worked
out
and you get little things
happening that you didn't even
mean to happen,
"It's like trying to make a film
of Sergeant Pepper, which they
are going to do. It's going to be
hard, because everyone's got the
whole Image in their head as to
what It is and, If someone sees a

-

-

-

-

.

a

I

Rupert. In a year or

'

.

I

Back now to the present and the
second single. Letting Go. to be

taken off Venus And Mars. So
many people seem to have that
one as their favourite track that I
wondered why It hadn't been
Chosen to precede Listen To What
The Man Said
"That's amazing," says Paul
vehemently. "and It convinces
me not to listen to anyone because
It's the total opposite of what I've

heard We didn't think anyone
liked It. A few guys have done
reviews (of Venus And Mars)
except for Letting
saying '. .
Go, which Is just a turgid drag' or
something. I like It though.
"In Beatle days we never used
to bring singles off albums
1

mean, we never even released

fellow on the radio will say 'this is
-, from the album- -'and

Yesterday as a single In Britain.
We were on this policy: 'this is the
album, these are the singles.'

it's

changed a little It helps to have a
single off an album because
there's always a chance that the

going to do the old Beatle thing
and not release a single, but the
merchandising guy from Amer

"Nowadays things have

so I

might do

It. A big Disney kind of fUm," he
.
with Rupert . . .
muses, "
and great music.
"But," he says, snapping back
to the present, "1 first talked
about this a couple of years ago
and I'm still thinking about it." A
quick frown of self -recrimination,
and he's oft.

J

i

It's old news for
really always prefer to
dolt In music."
.

bit

"The big thing I'm always
trying to get together Is a film of

see how It goes.

me

of

performer. It would be when I felt
people didn't really want me any
more. Otherwise I don't think I'd
ever atop of my own choice
because I like IL
In the past I've had kind of
lay-offs and I've thought 'blimey,
my voice Isn't as good'
through
not singing everyday y' know. "
Is it possible then, that at 50.
you could be in the Albert Hall In
a dicky-bow, doing the grand old
man like Frank Sinatra?

a

purple elephant flying through
the air, It's going to be hard to do
that on film,"
Will you be having anything to
do with the film?
"I don't know. I think I'll Just

guy

a

indefinite, but maybe the
question is stUl worth asking.
"I suppose If I did stop as a

Sergeant Pepper

I

longer

McCartney's age could continue
as a performing musician, but
now It matters not a Jot that on a
bad day, or under bad lights, he
can look like a well-fed Mike
Parkinson. With people Uke Alex
Harvey around, weathered and,
at 40, several years' Paul's
senior, the span of McCartney's
future as a live performer seems

teaser, a trailer and you use
bit more like that these days
"With Band On The Run I was
a

It a

-

Interview by
Ray
Fox -Cumming
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ahem!
I'm DiscoTex

'f

13. 1916

s\

and l wanna
dance wit choo

.

t

.

.

.,,,..;.,,
.

.

4 .1;40,07:_
_

i

Come and see
my wonderful show at:
Liverpool, Baileys, Sept.11
Birmingham, Barbarellas, Sept. 12
Dunstable, California Ballroom, Sept.13
Stoke, Baileys, Sept.15
Blackburn, Baileys, Sept.16
Hull, Baileys, Sept.17
Chester, Roedea, Sept. 19
Southend, Talk Of The South, Sept. 21
My first extravaganza
of an album ís in the shops now
"Disco Tex and the Sex-olettes Review"
starring Sir Monti Rock III.
It includes my hit singles

"Get Dancin'; "l Wanna Dance Wit Chao"
and my latest "Boogie Flap'

P
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THE FIRST thing you discover about the La
Boors Rnoga cyan, Andy Fairweather Low,
M the ease with which he falls Into
conversation; any conversation. Almost
like those old thirties cartoons In which the
train slips on a hann.na peel and virtually
slides right Into an open manhole and out of
sight.
Fairweather Low Is leaning back in
office chair, fiddling with a coffee mug an
of
champagne; and enquiring about the final
score In the New York Tennis Tournament
of anyone who enters the room.

I'

ANDY
BOOGA
'ROO GA S
ON

In many ways making the La Rouge Rooga album
has been a distracting experience for Andy
Fairweather Lo.; It's kept hint off the tennis courts.

Publichas
But first things first. Spider Jiving, the album which
brought the long gune Andy Fairweather low back
public focus, was recorded in America under Into
the
watchful eye of an American producer and all Yankee
musicians. la Raiga Rooga was produced by GI
yn
Johns, recorded In ~rile Battersea; and features
Visits from such 'terribly British' personalities as
Gallagher and Lyle, Stealers Wheelers, Gerry Rafferty
and Joe Egan,drummer extraordinatre Dave
Mattacks, and Georgic Fame. Eagle Bernie Leaden
helped out as well.
It's always healthy for an artist to change
and
surroundings from me album lathe next; butmooda
did Andy
Fairweather Low make such opposite place to start
with?
'.Making a follow - up album is really painful. In the
bark of your mind, you're

which really knocked me

Spider Jiving Is that the
rhythm tracks were laid
down here with British

out.

"And Georgic Fame! I

used to go down to the

musicians and then Flamingo Club to watch
sweetened up in the him play years ago. Glyn
States.

Johns knew h'm and got
him to play on the album
He played a couple of
tracks and helped with all
the brass arrangements.

'.Recording this LP was
great; It tmk about 19
days in all. I had a better
time making It and the
musicians were great. All
of the guys In the band
asked to be on the album,

"As for Bernie ladon
of the Eagles, well he's a
friend of Glyn's and was

te

s

r
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disappointment

was
that I didn't have a track
ready that would really
stilt his playing. Next
time, there will be a song
waiting to show off his

capabilities."

r.r

'drainer '.o che« acrsoauety and

_

_

_

_

been mak In*
records for quite a time.
Of course, Glyn accepted
that. "
Al the moment, the
Cardiff - based singer Is
catching up with what
recording the album kept
him from, a few intensive
weeks of tennis lessons,
His guitar playing and
tennis playing are his two
causes for Improvement.
"If my tennis gets
better and my guitar
playing ten, that's enough
for me. As long as It's
all right, I'd dig no
deeper than that."

around with the 'Booga

Rmga' part having no
song or lyrics to go with
IL The 'La' sort or wrote
itself and eventually he
worked on trying to give
some meaning to the
meaningless title phrase.

Glyn John's

contribu

non to countless albums
makes him just about as
Important as the artists
he produces. Fair
weather Low agreed and

talked enthusiastically
about how the right
producer (Glyn In particular) can bring out the
very beat In an artist.
"For starters, Glyn has
grass eosin at his house
which Is great for playing
a

.
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equipment In short (4)
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Not one you can play with anybody

Billie Jo's is on the ground (7)
Henry's animals! (1)
money
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23 We started out with a DJ (2,7)
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York
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The original Booga
Rmga belonged to Old
Blind Lemon Jefferson.
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Of the album's 10
tracks, Andy wrote all but
me; which la a good
natured revival of My
Bucket's Got A Hole In IL
The title track of the
album stems from the
artists's longtime love for
old blues material. He
claims to have a tidy little
collectlm of revered old
material; though not the
biggest of record stacks.
La creme de la creme as

Urea as he was. be came
down to work. As a
person he was great and
as a guitarist Irate him as
me of the best. My only
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In town with the Eagles
for the Wembley festival;
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difficult

that I'd

3

rSTROLLERS
TOPS_
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beginning tom&

set my
mind on something I
wbn't back down. I
suppose all I really
wanted was for someone

Í )

ROLLER

D.ro Sr_

than he has, there ace
some producers who just
order you about from

can be
because once I

s

TO GET YOUR

rstb
fLES

makln'recorda longer

Difficult

Pp
:-

HERE'S HOW

From the

beginning I could sense It
was going to be full steam
ahead.
"Glynn also helped me
restore my faith In human
beings. Let me put It this
way: there are a lot of
producers who think that
singers don't know the
brat thing about how to
produce a good song.
Even though you might be

AHOY FAIRWEATHER LOW 7 can be touchy'

didn't realise about

great.

wan

l

can do la hope for the
best. What most people

ERIC

played him my music and
he didn't Impose things an
me I'm a problem to
work with M that reaped.
I can be touchy. But Glyn

"I

constantly aware that
people are going to
compare the new album
with the last me. AU you

I

on, but seriously. It wa-s
Derek Green of A J. M
who first got the notion to
put us together earlier
this year We met and I

;
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see

people

race to us last week ahem we
launched
Whew
we
tell we wE! to take a bit of
and
The day i3taYed off on a dareious
note _ Gary Witter. The Glltter
Band and all a1 Rock -krttes
yr,trw.,m,..ee
sent
a ease
of charmersr) their good
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But belt of all were the telegrams_
you eee in the photo_
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Worribles Sweet.
Gul] Recxle,ds.
4' Arista, The
Róild Angels, BM Harry. Goa Mack_
Meky Chi= and Mike 'CluktpUrn
The Bay City Rollers, Smolney.
Florida Music and Sparta. Deena,
and last bit not least Wasne Maple
and all at Line
We're ciad you like us^_
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International, Rocket Records and
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the Editor's desk tonne
its usual beetle, rubbish Sp into a
strip,. id only for a day-
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Deena Records didn't help either
by senrkag op another couple of
bottles and
a member of staff
seen arobblir slightly an the
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WHICH FEMALE trio have had five
different line - ups In 15 years, seven
different members, one record label and
call themselves supreme?
Well, no prizes for that, the answer Is
obvious, Whether your current favourites
are the Three Degrees or Labelle, Love
Unlimited or Sister Sledge, there Is still the
group they've all been compared to at one
time or other: the Supremes,
From 1964 to 1970, the Supremes weren't music
history because they were too busy making It. It's not
every group who can produce a greatest hits album;
the Supremes have three.
In those early years a straggly skinny girl named
Diane Ross (It was Diane before It was Diana) sang
to
front of Florence Ballard and Mary Wilson In '67 Flo
en and andy Birdsong was recruited from the then
ailing Pa hi Labelle and the Bluebells.
In 1970, Diana set out
for solo pastures and in
came Jean Terrell to sing
lead with Cindy Birdsong
and Mary Wilson. Come
72 and Cindy left to get
married and in came
Linda Tucker Lawrence,
sister of Stevie Wonder's
manager (she and Syreeta Wright sang behind
Stevie with Wonderlove In

Jiving through some of
their peppler hits.
The road back to the top
Is going to be much more
challenging for this new
team of Supreme,. Their

i

Initial success inspired
other girls to join up and
sing and much of their
competition was unintentionally Created by

their success,
But Mary Wilson's not
worried, These days
she's singing lead as if
born to do nothing else.

As she says on the back of

the

7

TILE.

Glamorous

tour, Jean

and

Lynda

departed; which left
Mary Wilson.
As recently

as 1973, the

gently elegant Mary

never ever saw herself as
a lead singer. Once In a
while she'd sing lead on a
Supremes album track,
but the idea of being in the
main spotlight was one
she shied away from.
The most exciting thing

;.oL4)'!

C

accomplishment than

the

Press could quote
about Mary Wilson was
that she dated David
Frost once or twice when
the Supremes were last
here. Even then, It was
making a mountain out of
a molehill, for back home
In Los Angeles Mary
Wilson, the last single
Supreme, found her man
in Pedro Ferrar.
Between her marriage
and the birth of her

daughter, this year, there
was plenty of time for
Mary Wllsm to decide
whether it was worth

trying

to put

the

Supremes back on top
again, or maybe decide
whether she should call it
a day.

But there wasn't even a
question 'of that Pedro
joined forces with his

determined wife to make
up for lost time. First
Cindy Birdsong was
reinstated as a Supreme
and soon after, Scherrle
Payne, Freda's sister,
who had already been
with the Invictus group
Glasshouse. The trio was
complete again.
With an armful of new
material, and enthusins-

tic new producers to

record it, the Supremes
went back into the studios
to record their first album
in almost three years.

It doesn't take much

listening to notice that
vocally, this Supremes
team are not simply going
to bill and coo their way
through the songs. They
take on each number with

un - Supremes ilke'gusto,
and it sounds good

The old costumes,
dripping with sequins,

sometimes weighing (w-o
stone, have been replaced
with elegant velvet and

shimmering Thirties

-

I,nfluenced designs.
Above all else, the
Supremeshave never lost
their femininity and
elegance,

ev eh

when

being able to maintain tt
for such a long period of
time; however the Supremes, throughout our

long and successful
history have been blessed
with loyal and
devoted fans."
Which simply means
that no matter how many
line - ups, as long as May
Wilson keeps on believing, there'll always be a
Supremes.

marketed by

I'
r

-I

\ _r,

The

Small

By now, the line - up
was Jean on leads, Lynda
(they made the spelling
more glamorous) and
Mary Wilson but
hold

your breath
after their 1972

album

by
Carol

'71)

- -shortly
British

new

Supremes "Sky-

rocketing to the top in our
youth was a far easier
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WEARING A pair of swimming
trunks, a white bathing cap and
huge goggles, a smiling Marshall
Thompson of the Chi-Lites seems
to be putting as much energy into
his latest pursuit as he' does Into
his onstage dancing.
Fellow 'Lite, Robert "Squirrel"
Lester explains that Marshall has
recently learned how to swim .and
It's hard to keep him out of the
hotel pool.
Marshall looks a little worried:

0

_,_

'This is the new Chll-Ltes underwater
concert", Jokes Squirrel. "And now there

are four of us."
The last two years of the group's 18 year
history has been as a trio and after many
rumours, and equally vociferous denials,
the outfit has finally found Itself a
replacement bass singer. He's also from
Chicago, the group's home town, and Is
called "Doc" Robinson.
He was flying Into Britain the following
day to join the group on
their second UK tour In
just over six months.
He wasn't the only one
missing from the pool side. Lead singer ,and
studio maestro Eugene
Record couldn't be found
either.
The Chi-Lltes are so
knocked out by their new
singer
they allowed him
be
best
dressed
the
YOU WANNA
on stage with them only a
kid -on the street? Well, with one of
week after he joined the
our special Record Mirror & Disc T group.

by David Hancock
...

jECORD MIRROR ¿DSG rsnin Offer

shirts you cant
There are two sorts of T - shirt
pictured in our photo, and you can be
the proud possessor of either (or
both) of these shirts for the trifling
amount of £1.00, which includes
\ postage and packing.
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The Record Mirror & Disc shirt on the lett Is
light blue, with dark blue lettering, and the
special Fresco - Le - Raye shirt comes in a
delightful shade of yellow, with Fresco in a
beautiful shade of green. Both T- shirts come
in either small, medium or large.

Stake your claim by filling in the coupon
below, and indicating what size T shirt you
require. Send the coupon, with your cheque or
postal order for El, payable to Spotlight
Publications, to T - Shirt Offer, P 0 Box 195,
SpotllghtHouse, 1 Benwell Road, London, N 7
7BB.

ONLY

NAME

(block letters)

ADDRESS

(block letters)

Mirror & Disc T Shirt /
Fresco Le - Raye T Shirt + delete as appropriate
I would like the Record

including post

\\packaging 8 VAT

Size required:

Large / Medium /Small
Delete as appropriate.
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"Now if Eugene gets
sick one .day I can go In
and takeover", he says.
"All of us are going to
get more Involved to
different aspects of the
music business.
"We're here and part of
it, part of the history or
whatever you call it.
There's á whole lot of
other artists we ran
across we'd like to help let
the world know about. "

"Is it OK If I have a drink 'cos I'm
going back in the water after?"
He's assuredone will be all right
and places his wet hand round a
glass.

Touring

MARSHALL

lacking

recently

In

comparison with the
recorded stuff.

"The group didn't

become particularly limited as a trio. The four
voices were missing for
sound for the stage but in
the studio you can get
over as a trio by changing
the harmonies around",
says Squirrel.

"In order to have the
same sound as we have on
our records we figured
we'd need the fourth voice
for stage and the Doctor

Curtain

" That's 'quite some - does a fantastic job."
Squirrel, too, will be
shall. "The last guy we interesting
himself more
had, T. C. Anderson, with the group;
he's gone
used to sing his note from
producing and there
behind the curtain be- into
looks
like
some
intercause he wasn't ready for
stuff on the
the stage. You see you've esting
horizon.
got to be ready for It
"There isn't any area of
before we put you out
there. But he would come music we can't go off into
out at the end of the act and do a good job", he
adds.
and take his bow. "
And they aim to piove It
"Doc has been doing a
fantastic lob", Interrupts with a funky up - temp
disco
record.
Marshall. "People say he
really, fits the Chl-Lltes,
"It's not going to be one
more to our style, looks of the Chl-Lites songs
-nice, you know, keeps has identity for us likethat
the
himself together all the sweet soul thing", comtime."
ments Squirrel.
He's another Marshall
"It's disco, a whole new
Thompson discovery, thing for us' now, though
found singing In Chicago the ChlLltes have done
with a group called up -tempo stuff in the
Outrageous
past.
a group
Marshall describes as
"one of the baddest in the
city.

thin'," explains Mar-

-

"His styling of professional entertainment is
very good and he will be
adding to the show",
continues Marshall.

"He's outaslte", is
Squirrel's

analysis of the

new member.
Doc looks

thathav ing

forlike

part

of
group's stage act
which some say has been

Limited

'Too many groups are
limited It's like someone
who gets

a

name as

a

dramatic actor and We
difficult for him to get a
comedy role."
And Squirrel may be
producing the new "disco

look " Chl-Lltes after

taking lessons at the

control panel from the
absent Eugene Record.

But Squirrel doesn't
think the extra work will
mean less touring in the
future though he admits
10 years on the road has
been a long time.

Meanwhile their latest
single, It's 'rime For
Love, looks like taking off
where their last official
newie, Toby, didn't.
"We've got to the point
now where It doesn't
worry us If a record sells
or not. Too Good To Be
Forgotten was a smash
here and didn't take off In
the States and Toby was a
smash over there", says

Marshall.
"You can't win 'em all.

We have a name and as
soon as we come up with

the right tune

takeoff.

it's gonna

Their re-release of

Have You Seen Her and
Oh Girl put the Chi -Liles
back in the top reaches of
the British charts but
there were never plans to

re-release

I`t

Stateside

where It has clocked up
8,000,000 I1rst time out.
"For a record to come
out of the grave and be re
born and another hit five
years later Is really quite
amazing", puzzles Squirrel.
Marshall feels the call

of the water again,
adjusts his goggles. and
heads back to the pool.

'There he goes off Into
rel.
In fact the ChlLltes are
hoping to make a bigger
splash themselves, After
1e years as a
group
there's only one place
they've yet to play
Las
the deep", muses Squir-

Vegas.

-

"Before we get out we'd
like to go as far as we can
in the business", emphapises Squirrel, 'and
Vegas is definitely IQ, t of
our plans "
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14 Bristol, Colston Hall
15 Bristol, Colston Hall
16 Cardiff, Capitol
17 Birmingham, Odeon
18 Birmingham, Odeon
19 Liverpool, Empire
20 Liverpool, Empire
21 Newcastle -on -Tyne, City Hall
22 Newcastle -on -Tyne, City Hall
23 Glasgow, Apollo
24 Glasgow, Apollo
25 Aberdeen, Capitol
26 Dundee, Caird Hall
27 Manchester, Bellevue
28 Coventry, New Theatre
30 Leicester, De Montfort Hall

OCTOBER
Preston Gwlldhall
2 Southport Theatre. Southport
3 Grand Theatre, Leeds
4 Grand Theatre, Leeds
5 Southampton. Gaurnont
6 BournenitoutPi Winter Gardens
7 tlltolloerharnrpron Civic
9 Lewishrartn, Odeon
TO 'Lewisham, Odeon
11 'tritium State, London
112 Southend-on-Sea. Kursaal
114 HarrrrrrersrmmíRh, Odeon
15 Hammersmith, Odeon
116 H anlmmersrmrtn. Odeo n
117 Hlarmnmersnrth Odeon
119 Hammersmith, Odeon
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la a white dove.
love, goad vibes told all that shift, It Pence,
is also
the tltie of a snag sung by a Dutch gent
by
the ~me of George Raker, whose thoughts
are far from ion ing at the motel.
George has just

had his single
covered by the
inimitable Jonathan
King and he is not at
all happy.

than's version

is

a

I

few

t

places higher In the

charts than George's,
"But," says George
over a tangled telephone
to Holland, "we know
Particularly as it looks line
that our record has sold
as if Mere Is going to be a
more copies than Jonaheel. to see
gets up
the charts first And one than King's.
"Yet he Is on the
or ether of the angles will
playllet and we are not.
mail doefinllely make IL
Already George's
"They are not selling
record c rnpany 6 bin- more copies than us,"
Mg that Pakrsn Blanca replies Jonathan. "Wéve
could sweep Britain with done over 30,000 through
Ow acne fervour as Viva all sources.
Espana. And we all
"And I'm three -or four
remember that
positions higher than him
On Gear e's side Is the
fact that he recorded the
sang nest, His version

FULL BEARDED BAKER

CLEAN CUT KING

<

`

1

t,yf

....lb

.to

has been

al

the tap of the

German charts fa' to
weeks It has spread over
Spain. Scandinavia, Holland and very likely
Irhtms tern to a matter
ne weeks.

George also has a high
standing tr. his hone
country tor as high as you
ran get in the Low
Cbuntrusl and he tells us
be has had 36 singles In
the top 10, back home.
Not to mention Australia,

e.

which ~won't.
On Jonathan's side is
the fart that he is the
irrepressible J. King_ He
alto has countless hits
under his belt. or
wherever he chooses to
keep them.
Furthermore. Jonathan
o here. m Britain and
etdremely well known.
Sh a No has the proverbiall
eye for seeing the fast
bock. Certainly not

'{

1

"Well, ,ÍÍíe could get feeling Into
those silly lyrics ,
,

"I think

the

\

English are
chauvinistic about theirmusic "

in the charts, that's why
I'm on the playlisi
"I'm English and I'm
here. "
"I hope you do not mind
me saying this," says
George, "but
think the
English are chauvinlstic
about their mus le We in
Holland are not
"The English protect
1

;.n^M

Holland. Over here, it is don't cry because you
open to the English and to have no business sense.
the Americans."
h'At Warner Brothers,
"We are not chauvinis.
released the single
tic," replies Jonathan. they
eight
ago. And,
"Had Goerge Baker's nothing.weeks
When they saw
Paloma Blanca been that Jonathan
was bringreleased in England on
it out," (says
UK records
please Ing
underline That
we Jonathan) "they did
everything Jonathan did.
would have had a hit,
"You are a lovely man,
"If George Baker liad
George Baker. and a brought his records out on
talented songwriter, but the UK label In England,

-

RECORD MIRROR
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dove.

"If

"I'm

you are singing the

without the right
hits,
intention It is not good. "
"Well," says Jonathan,
"But Jonathan hales to
see good songs go to "U he could get the feeling
waste, so Jonathan Into those bloody silly
they would have been big song

.. "

What three letter word is musicians' slang for guitar?

3.

What styled playing uses the topof a bottle?

RAISE
ADDRESS

25

yet,"

Oh yes?

"Well, I'm really 20, but
what difference does that
make? I'm too old to be In
the music business at all.
"But Í am so good at
making hit songs." So
modest.
"I've got too much
heart to leave all those
records to flop. (This
could well be one of the
most disgusting inter
views I have ever done, If
you play your cards

right. I"
"Hello, is that United
Dairies?"
That voice didn't belong
to any Of Us.

"Please get on the

Ilse!"

'you want

me to hang

up?" asks George,
surprised.

No, not you George.

"You hang up," says
voice, "and let me get
"When I had to sing It the
"Warner Brothers Inthrough
stantly take steps to make for Top of the Pops, I Dairies. " to United
their version a hit, which could hardly remember
"Goodbye," says
results in a battle which the words.
George.
Jonathan never wanted it
"I had other hits on my
This could Turn out to be
lobe."
mind, like Fettle Bum the biggest battle since
"I have heard Jonan- Bum."
the Boer War.
records It,

lyrics..

me competition

I TA

I. Which fret gives the octave on a guitar?

not

Jonathan.

FANTASTIØ'
2-

1975

"Mont of the time I sing
than King's version,"
says George. "and I'm these happy songs," said
as a
sorry to say 1 didn't like George. "I started
It. Maybe it le typically rock singer but when rock
and roll died I decided to
English.
"I think my song is do my own thing.
"It is back now and It Ls
better because he didn't
sing It with the right good music to play, but
intent He sings it like not for your whole life.
any other hit.
You can play It until you
"The lyrics mean are 25 then after that, no.
something. The song Is lam30 years old. "
about a Portuguese
That could explain a
farmer who works every- l
Perhaps Jnnathantoo
day without money He fot.eels
years creeping
prays for freedom. for up onhlm. Perhaps tears
misty to buy his wife a 'why he has adopted this
pair of shoes. He dreams style of song?
to be free Like a white
says

-11n2Er

How To Enter
Eater this TwwPart competition by answering these three questions on the coupon. (kit It
DISC (September 20th
she and keep it until next week's Issue of RECORD MIRROR
whew detail will be printed where to send your entries.

13.

by Rosalind Russell

Who'll win the battle
of the Blancas?

their artists pretty good
seeing at go by.
At the moment. Jona- We do not have the union
for the musicians in

r

l
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TOBE
WON!
This Korean jumbo acoustic guitar Is
smartly finished with attractive,
deeorated scratcJipiate.. The bridge

features 'two height adjustment
screws and the narrow, easily
m
le neck is steel ,
reinforced, The guitar produces a
full, round - bodied tone reminiscent
of more ripened ve models, and
comes complete with instructions for
tuning and care of the Instrument
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Pilot have just sold over a million copies of their
first single release in the U.S., "Magic': Now hear their new single
for simultaneous U.K. and U.S. release...
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First to reach us of the

sra

or
Miss?
My principle, when reviewing records, has always
been to try and weed out the ones my critical faculties
told me were duff, and only mention the ones which
were halfway decent
or. at least, of Interest and

with synthetics and brass
vying for the lead, the
Instrumental disco side
Just keeps on changing In
sound as It drives along,
full of melody and
hustling rhythm. Phew,
but they're makln' some
good records these days!

-

Furthermore, when this page started,l set out only to
mention the records that I considered were likely to cut
through a crowded room and make dancers pay
attention on the very first hearine.
Now I find myself getting partnold about the way In
which so many things that I never mentioned keep
cropping up in our contributing DJ's weekly chart
returns. By no means are all the things I missed out In
the duff category, but enough of them are to make me
wonder whether perhaps I ought to mention absolutely
everything that comes out. just In case I miss a future
disco monster by personally thinking ft the biggest load
of cobblers.

Would you please write in and let me kdow whether
am happy to let me exercise my critical
judgement? Or whether, like this week, should give
blanket coverage of just about everything Issued that's
got any sort of a beat? (But where would that have
placed the Magic Roundabout, huh?!).
you

.1

I've always reckoned I have a pretty good set of ears
when it comes to running my own discotheque, so
please don't shatter my confidence now!

DOOLEY SILVERS.

POOH:

Dooley

SBven,-

I).
It's not Just the fact that I
was the first person
eoun (Seville SEL

anywhere in the world to
be given a copy of this
that makes me enthusiastic. But also the fact that

this Dooley's debut

produced by
Sonny Casette. the man
who made Jeanne Burton's incredible Nobody
Loves Me Like You Do'
and the fact that there's
much of the same great
sound on many of these

album

Ls

now do you
tracks . .
understand?

My Pave Is the one most
like Jeanne, the ultra long Let Me Be The No 1
(Love Of Your Life).
although even better for
dancing is the full, long
version of Dooley's new
single. As Lang As You
Know (Who You Are),
and the combined parts
1/2 of Bump Me Baby
Strings, shrieking, peel:
ty melodies and ever.

FAIR: Dreaming A
Dream (Polydor 2001902 )
Beautifully arranged

DOOLEY SILVERS-

POON: As Long As You
Know (Who You Anti)
(('arts 1/2) (Seville SEV
1015).

Produced and arranged
under the influence of
S.O. N. N. Y. (Sound Of
New New

York)

other words.

-

- In
Sonny

this sparkling
churner has much of the
George McCrae thing
C:tsella

plus

a

whole lot more

that's all its own. Get the
album If you can.
SEVENTH WAVE: Manlfestatlons (Gull GULS
17).

Totally overwhelming

and almost too busy for Its
own good, this comes -and goes pounder is a weird
mixture of Hawkwind.
Four Tops, Steve Harley,

trax

Dooley
Exclusive!

HEIGHTS AF-

hustling hl -hats are the
main elements of this
Miami -Influenced New
York Sound. That's the
way I like it. uhhuhl
EXPRESS: Non.
(EMI International
INA 1501).
The BTE's first LP thru
EM1 is, es the title says,
B. T.
Stop

Arthur Brown, Deep
Purple and Todd Rundgren, based very much
on Reach Out I'll Be
There. Decidedly oddball
but extremely exciting If
played loud.
BUDDY HOLLY: Oh,
Boy Everyday (MCA
207).

goes by
without my using this, the
most crowd -rousing of all

Hardly a gig

Buddy's rockers.

I

Non -Stop all the way
except for a truly awful
slow attempt at Close To
You on Side 2/Cut 1.

generally cut abruptly

find

at one stage, I stopped the
motor so that it ran down
to a standstill during the
guitar break, before I
overlapped the slow Mud
version.

To tell the truth

I

the result a bit monotonous and the tracks too

similar

to differentiate
between them. However,
my own fave is the last cut

all. Whatcha Think
About That, while In the
US the most popular are
the first two. Peace Pipe
and Give It What You
of,

Got

Funky fodder through
and through, with more
vocals than their hit
singles might have led
one to expect.

Into It out of the middle of

That'll Be The Day for
unexpected Wiped. and,

WALTER CARLOS:

Dance Of The Reed Pipes
(CBS 3590).

Known

by

the In-

tel llgentsla

as

Tchalkovsky's Nutcracker Suite, this will be
Immediately sung along
to by most thickles as the
tune to "Everyone's A
Fruit And Nut Casel"

Lovely fun an a surprise
Insert
ANDREWS SISTERS:
Rum and OoesCola
Boogie Weogie Bugle Boy
(MCA 205).
.

5

The 1950's Capitol re
makes of these 19405
originals sound better If
you can find them, though
these should still be good

for

DOBIE GRAY: Out On
The Floor (Black Magic
IiM 107).
The classic 1965 Northern
dancer, its chart placing
is practically guaranteed

You're Something Kinds
Mellow (Polydor 2001

Wire Waist SKIN, FEES!!
BONES: Wire Dub

carefully judged
moments at MOR gigs
.IONNY WILLIAMS:
596).

Something (else) kinds
like the Detroit Emeralds

IRENE CHANTER:

Cuckoo -Cuckoo (Polydor
2050608):
Homegrown Funk from

Fulham's own Chanteuse

EDWIN STAItR:

Stay

With Me (Bradley's

IiR.A117520).
Squeaky sax

and sustained screams make this
modish medium swayer
sound special
JACKSON 5: Forever

Came Today
Motown TMG

(Tamla

10011).

Boundlessly bounding

subtle thumper cut down
from the Moving Violation LP (which get

instead).

ever?

dD

Their best

by advance orders alone.
CARL MALCOLM: Miss

-

(Black Wax 7).
The Fattle Bum -Bum
star, huge In the
Midlands, is doing well
already with this reggae
plodder. As usual. I
prefer the dub version
it's a goodie.

-

TY: To Each Nis Own

entendres about

Another

again by a great version.
DEE CLARK: Ride A
Wild Horse (Parts 1/2)
T1< -type

sounds

that

sound might"), fine by the
Just Keep It Up veteran,
whose amazing voice Is

right up

to

strumental flip.

U.

In-

-

ERS: Giddyup

(Ride
Your Horsey Home)
(Private Stock PVT 36).
Bob Crewe

produced
amalgamation of lotsa

rhythm chatterer.

backlogs fancy.

For The City (London

Fattie
battles on
the Fattie Bum-Bum
battle has already begun:

on jo INNERVISION:
Honey Baby (Be Mine)

charted, GEORGE BAKER SELECTION (Warners) and JOKING (VK)t

Doctor John

.

CARL MALCOLM (UK)
Is ruling high for Capital listening Steve Ingram
(DJ Enterprises, Weybridge), while J. It.
Bindle (Blndlestlff Discos. Hullbrldge) Ups THE
DIVERSIONS (Gull)
Bindle is also hot for the
great CROWN HEIGHTS
AFFAIR: Dreaming A
Dream (Polydor), as Is
Sammy Southall (Buuinsi
.

.

Bognor Regis).
Ray

Robinson

"Rosko"
(Tiffanys,

Leicester) digs 'em too
but this week is really
raving about FIRE: Oh
That's My Man (Jay Boy)

and MAGIC DISCO

MACHINE: Control Tower (US Motown)
EARTH WIND 6
FIRE: That's The World
(CBS) and

ESTHER

PHILLIPS: What

A

(Newport, Salop) is first

Private Stock)

nice to see THE
WHO: My Generation
I Track) charted by W. H.
Coates (Untouchable Dis
co, Appleby)
in so
many cases, mine included, a really accurate
mobile disco chart would
probably be nearly all
great oldies!

-

Les "Godfather"

Spain. (Time Piece,
(audit) a couple of tasty Liverpool) has OHIO
tips from Jay Jay Sowers PLAYERS: Love Roller
(Stevenston. Ayrshire), Coaster (Mercury) at
who also has both Number
Dlff'renee A Day Makes

1

4535).

Soul

Sisters beat

prisingly) plus

a

(surcatchy
chick

a

e.
voice Hike.

BARBARA HULL: You
Brought It On Yooraeil
(EMI International INT

514).

credentials

Great

-

penned Sam Dees. produced Major Lance and

-

phony Of Dreams
(Alaska ALA 1n10).

Hear A Symphony, Part
out of Lovers' Concerto.
TAROU COMBO: New
York City (Parts 1/2)
(Deere FR I pee).
Presumably African, the
rhythms on this live and
rapturously greeted frantic workout are simply
but will
,ferrule
.
British kIda be able to
dance to them? Adventurous jocks should try and
see In many ways, the
find of the year
DISCO TEX
THE SEXO-LE'rTES: Bougie Flap
1

2,

-

hits However, it's already popular with many
you, see.

Of

1

THIS WEEK'S Star Up comes from the ubiquitous Jon
Taylor (Crackers Disco, Norwich): "With comedy
sounds doing their job in breaking up the middle of the
evening, I've just started playing a sound which
replaces my usual comedy records (such as Nellie
Elephant and Wizard Of Oz): ROOF.R GLOVERThe
GUESTS: Love Is All (Purple) seems to replace a0 ofa
the others and rolls 'em into one." Oh yes.
Jon, now
pull the other one!
"Another thing I do fora good laugh is to use double
sided signs, such as one side saying 'Hello'
and the
other, 'Sailor'. These always go down very well." Well,
can dig the last bit!
-

1

james' top ten
1

2

talking of great
oldies, Mel Uttlewood
(Blue Light Discos, Leek)
Infos that FRANKIE
LAINE does a funky
Proud Mary on his US only Brand New Day LP
that goes down a bomb,
. one I don't know,
DIAMONDS: Hey Girl
(Jams) does well for D.
Forbes (Kenilworth)

(Ring O'

Blatant rip off of AWB.
CHARLIE JAMES: Make
My Life A Little Bit
Brighter (Polydor 20118

star tip

hot line
PAOLMA BLANCA'S

Key

2017102).

Produced by Steve
Cropper even, the soul
(theise a 20051133 ).
duo go through the A disappointingly
Drifter's Oldie Fairly ,desu'try re -run of the
Straight, though the ideas from his first two

ATLANTIC OCEAN:. RAY CHARLES: Living

Jaws (AUadtio K 10065).

attractive medium

BOBBY KEYS: Glmmlc

Lovely
Otis Leavitt!
result, though more soul
than disco.
VELVET LOVE: Sym-

Jiving Sister Fanny

(t helsm 2005 037).

-

soldering on,

bter.

(Deere F 13591).
From Metamorphosis, the
Chris Farlowe backing
behind Mick
Co.
Chunky archetypal flip
THE BAREFOOT ROCK-

ROLLING

SAM & DAVE: Under
The Boardwalk (United
Artists UP 36008).

Double

on this
ea

(RCA W99).
Van McCoy's girlie group
are riding high in US
disco charts with this
pleasant vocal - switching
semi - hustler.
T II E
STONES: Oul Of Time/

nicely ethnic reggae
thudder, overshadowed

(Philips (0)045479).

15520).

pop song done by

lave oldies, set to a slow
heavy rhythm.
FEDERATION: Rack To
Back (State STAT I I ).
Not Bok To Bach, It's an
appealingly - sung girlie
group, TK - style, steady

I. ROY: Welding Version

Flip Flop (Batesville

The

harmonies,
thudding malt drums and
backing track flip.
FAITH, IIOI'E CHARI-

- Foreve-r-eirfne Today their bestever?

FÉLIX CAVALIF.RE:
K

When The Fuel Burns Out.

-

MICHAEL JACKSON of Jackson

masterly reading of

Stevie's tune. Reviewed
last week as an Import
MAIIAVISIINU ORMESTRA: Can't Stend
Your Funk (CBS 30111).
Otte for Les Spalne. It's
solidly Intricate funk a0
the way, tortuous enough
to tie y«t In knots.
The ex -Rascal goes funky
with some trlckry stereo

1973. Smooth

e

111.0 Ia5o5).

Great raspingly preached
rap stands out in this

slab of TK
rhythm, sung for once by
a girlie group. Heavy
beat predominates.

(Polydor 2001 597 ).
New label for this reissued Philly dancer from

CROWN

1p

produced

EXECUTIVE SUITE:

FOR E\ KEY Jack there's a Jill, or so the saying goes.
and i1 seems to me as though for every record (no
matter how duff I there's a DJ prepared to play it.

usable.

many spinoffs front the
Exorcist-type movie that
America currently loves
to hate. This mainly
instrumental slow funker
has amusing dialogue
Inserts by two blokes
going down to the beach
(the flick's about a maneating shark). You need
to know about It to see the
joke.
EIRE: Oh, That's My
Man (Jay Roy BOY 97).
Finch penned)
Casey

a

Hit

11 1975

3
4

5
e
7
R

9

10

LADY OF SPAIN
Kay Stevens LP (Janus)
IN THEMOOD
Joe Bob's Nashville Sound Company VIM Capitol)
THE LAST FAREWELL Roger Whittaker (Est')
YOU BELONG TO ME.
Jim Reeves < RCA)
ALLI HAVE TO DO IS DREAM
?fitly Gritty Dirt Band (United Artiste)
DANCE OF THE REED PIPES Walter Carlos
(CBS)
EL BIMBO
Susan Maughan(Ember)
I CAN'T GIVF. YOU ANYTHING
Stylistics (Ave.)
SUMMER OF '42
Michel Legrand (Warmer Bros)
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS
Black Watch (Spark)

BREAKERS
SING A LITTLE SONG Desmond Dekker <(lactus)
I WANT'A DO SOMETHING FREAKY TO VOS)
La.. Haywood LP ( loth Century)
8 NEW YORK CITY
Taboo Combo (Dotes)
I

2
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Open your own

Disco Insurance

radio studios
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London

I

Jayne, Roger
(DJ Studios) 01 - 722

8111.

ULTRA VIOLET disco
roadshow
anyk Ind of
music for anykind of 'Get
Together'.
Ring Steve
at Romford 85815, Jon at
Romford 41348.
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CREDIT CARDS

M00

etc.
If ybu missed the Show don't fall to write to us for
details of our latest mono and stereo discos, lighting
units etc.
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Further Information: Tel

RADIO DJ courses held
weekly at our St John's
Wood Studio. Don't miss
your chance with commerical radio.
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I

547 50

.

Rodio DJ Courses
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Insurance
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visit our showrooms or send for literature

45000
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TAILOR - MADE JINGLES featuring your own
name. 'put real sparkle
Into your show. Wide
range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel Jayne Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios) 01 -

for Professionals
The Complete Light Show

NORTI-1ERN

Disco

722 8111.

-

Mono Professional
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Redboo disco sounds

association with Lloyds of
London.
Tel Jayne,.

Squire's

trade in your old disco for
a new 6SOUIRE'di,o...
and be king of the road!
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by Kevin Allen

Kendricks, the hit man
TAMLA MOTOWN have
dubbed him "The Rit
Man" and It's no

misnomer. For while
Keep On Temkin' is the

at

..

only
to have made the
big Ume over here, Eddie
Kendricks has been a
consistent US chart
Contender.

Most of his successes
predictably, been
ideal disco fodder but he's
also shown a remarkable
success with silky smooth
ballads of soulful perfection.
Kendricks, the one time Temptation, has
come right in from the
cold to be Motown's third string solo star. He now
fairly comes next in line
from Stevie Wonder and
Marvin Gaye.
have,

Landmark
The way

his

star

Is

ascending he could soon

displace the front

runners too.
To underline that
aspiration, the man's just
come up with what most
American critics have
greeted as his best album
to date, titled, not

surprisingly, "The Hit
Man."

The chosen single "Get
The Cream Off The Top"

quite a landmark for
Eddie since for It he
changed producers from
the successful Frank
Wilson / Leonard Caston
combination to Brian, one
of the two Holland
brothers.
They have been welcomed back Into the
Motown fold after their
long spell running the
Is

and Hot Wax
EDD/E KENDRICKS "I won't cut a tune unless / Invictus
labels with their erstwhile
believe in my heart it's a potential single"

partner [amount Dozier
whohas now gone his own
way.

But though It's

a

teaming of names which
played a major part in
Motown's early days, the
Kendricks /Holland link up Is, in fact, their first

''It's

collaboration:

funny," says Kendricks,
"even back In the early
days, when I was sharing
lead vocals in the

Temptations with David
Ruffin. I never ever
worked with Brian.
"Holland / Dozier /
Holland concentrated on
the

Supremes and the

Four Tops and others,

while we had our own
produ cers.

"In fact

the only
Temps' track that bore
the 'HDH' lag was
Loneliness Made Me
Realise It's You That I
Need, and that was
produced by the others,
not Brian.

"I

only knew him from
meeting him round the
Motown offices and so on,

purely
level.

on

friendship

a

Success

McCoy Is even going to be

producing at Motown

-

he's set to do an

album with David Ruffin

-I'll evenwhoteam
knows, perhaps
up with him
so,

at some stage or other "

tailored It that way:
"That would be too

says.
"Really, I'm trying to
reach across the board.
That's why I like to
Include a nice balance of
laid - back ballads and up
- front fasternumbers. "
Eddie sets his standards high "I won't even
cut a tune," he said,
"unless I believe in my
heart that it's a potential
single. "
"A lot of artists waste
both time and money
putting down tracks that
are, In honesty, no
he

hopera.

"Me, 1 carefully consider everything before we
even venture Into the
studios
after all, any
wasted studio lime la
going Lobe charged tome,
so why bother with things

-

worked with Norman

high.

Dekker
who got all the credit, but
the kudne were equally
d tie Is, two other gays.
Their IdenUty IS revealed by a close study of
007,
his tilt singles
Israelites. and It Mek
for they all bear the
epithet: "and the Aces '
It was the late Leslie
Kong. me of reggae's
most successful prafucend

- -

ers who first gut the Aces,

otherwise known as
Barry Howard and
Carlton Hall, together
with Desmond Dek ker.

"Barry and

together at

i

had got

school in
Kingston around lllte acid
Cierlturt "We had this
four .trong vocal group
which was already caned
the Alice

"When Ur. other two
guys lift Desmond was
.ry much into
pushed
the foie met sr. [wile
started t ling the act al
Diumatd Dekker and the
Aces, rather then rust the
Acs "
It was In lee7 that the
Aces first came to the UK,
when 007 was riding high
as one of the nret reggae

- or as as It was known

records to make It
then
big here.
"We really didn't know
what was happening,"
said Barry We had stars
In our eyes and got

bamboozled by the

glamour and excitement
of the tour
"But it was great tun,
and we sure look to the
country and the people.
That's why we eventually
settled here."
Riess days, the Aces
are intent on making U In
their own right_
It's been just less than
two years since they split

with Dekker lsig-

nlflcanUy, he's not been
able to cones up with any
new chart material since
then) But they are all
still friends. Barry and
Carlton have forged a
whole new path. For
starters, they haven't
affiliated with an estabIlalted reggae company,
but with the massive EMI
concern and their latest
record, She's A Gypsy,

appears under that

company's logo,

'The Aces, have been to
the States. and did quite

well

diences very receptive to

reggae," said Barry,
"We didn't take our
own musicians but that

f

was no problem because
there are plenty of
Jamaicans living In New
York
I hate to think

-It

t7

(

.
v

there) among those

Involved. Critics of such
visits might like to note
that previous trips by soul
stars have done a lot to
break down barriers On
their last tour. Drifters
were first black act
backed by a white band.
They also Integrated the
previously "whites only"
swimming pool at their
Joburg hotel . . Sixties
group Rode and the
Originals now back in
business, this time with
ABC
Cooley High
.

soundtrack album

on
of

Motown packed full
classic oldies
KC and

...

the Sunshine

Band

provide the sound behind

broken arm for

Rufus's lead singer
Chats "sexy belly
-

button" Khan after ear
.
Billy Taylor.
crash
one - time leader of
Motown'. vastly under rated Vancouver. (which
also included one half of
(beech and (.hone resurfaces via the Playboy
no, Deans Ross
label
hasn't joined the Motown
.

choosing Los Angeles'
Cherokee studios for her
next album sessions .
Decca already have
his "Greatest Hits" In
.

catalogue,

i

release of

-

with High And
gem
Higher, Whispers. Rest
Petite and I Get The
Sweetest Feeling are all
Included
but there are
an awful lot of dupllcaUons with the Greatest
. one to watch:
Hits
Tavares,' It Only Takes A
Minute (Capitol), neat
ballad performance.

-

album pick

1

I

2
S

3

4

2
4

10
a 7
7 11
e 15
S

9 14
10
a
9
12 Is
It
11 17

".1

audience "

we're with
EMI, we should gét the
kind of support we need
after all, they are the
biggest company In the
business."

so

Jackie Wilson's "The
Very Best Of" has no real
justification. Collectors
beware: the album is a

we

-

THE ACES now out on their own

-

top twenty

it we'd had
American mush

Brian.
"They were never able
to put us across to a wider

.

exodus. But she is
recording outside the
company's facilities,

MAJOR HARRIS: My Way (Atlantic K50117)
THE SMOULDERING Love Won't Let Me Walt has
been burning up my trannie's insides every morning
for the past couple of weeks, thanks to heavy Capitol
Radio play. That gaspingly orgasmic chick's voice In
the background certainly keeps my coffee on the bolt
But delightful though It Is, that cut and the album from
which It comes do smack just a tittle of contrived over produ ction,
Scrape away the trimmings of the undeniably still
potent Phllly Sound and what Is left: A very ordinary
black singer, that's whatFor the simple truth Is that Mr Harris Is In no way a
major talent
despite his name, Competent, yes.
Professional, indeed, But in no way distinctive.
In short. he can thank his stars that he's been able to
get together with (a) top flight musicians (b) superb
material (c) ace arrangements
by guitarist Bobby
Eli who co-wrote Love Won't Let Me Walt
and (d)
sympathetic production. On the whole a fine album.

would have

here in Britain playing
four to five nights a week
at venues which vary
from colleges to funky
black clubs Now they
want a hit record to boost
them Into wider public
awareness: "We've had
five records out since we
left Desmond, but they
were on a variety of
specialist labels." says

White sounding

uuicn ccuino

Clans the reggae feel!"
Currently, the Aces, are
getting plenty of work

'Now

Thomas, KC anti Sun
shine Band and Percy
Sledge (a superstar down

I

sounded like
to teach

vocals are pop enough to
score with the Beeb.

Boy.

fans

-

"We found the au-

what

jazz
freaks was a member of
the Mike Post Coalition
who's Afternoon Of The
Rhino on Warner Bros Is
pretty big In Northern
Circles right now. .. Ben
E. King, due here In
will
ill bring his
American band for the
first Umeever. , . plenty
of soul packages heading
South Afrlcawards

been winning
amongst funk

-

high
Reggae Aces
IT WAS Deers

Fire's debut single Oh
That's My Mind on Jay

Supremes, Rufus

"It's great getting the
Holland brothers back
with Motown. They
contributed so much to
the company's initial
success and I'm sure they
still have a lot to offer.
I don't believe In
"I'd certainly be happy wholeheartedly?"
to cut an entire album
Still, there's little
with them anytime they danger of a lack of viable
want to get It together.
singles, "The Hit Man."
"You see, I'd now like tike his breakthrough set
to work with different
"Boogie Down" some
producers at different time back, is full of
times, so that I can keep
potential winners and Is
coming up with fresh 'bound to keep the
sounds.
Kend ricks' flag flying
I

TOM SCOTT who's LA
Express albums have

-

Balance
Though his material Is
usually Ideal for discos,
Eddie hasn t consciously

restricting"

uip

/OYE

Whitfield for long time,
and after that, with
Frank Wilson and Leonard Caston Nowt want to
ring the changes. "Van
soon

1915

ti?.

--

CrackingUp Over You
Don't Pretend
The ('ha melon

Tommy Rani
The Mlrw'ood Strings

Millie Mitchell
A Little Harder
Key Men Strings
Sugar Plum
Roger Collins
Let Me Do It
The Bells
Save Your love
Soul Patrol
You've Been A Long Time Coming Mitchell
Try

Braithwale

Get Out

Tommy Hunt
Nx nk J amts
II
So IN The Sun
World Column
Lose My Love
The Four Jays
II
Have love Will Travel
Rode Jones
Shoot The Duck
Frantic Strings
IS lx Smoke Stream
Brothers, Meters and Cousins
1e 12 You've Come A Long Way Baby
Flower shoppe
17 IS The Notice
The Fleets
le
S F.endus
The Hindu Orchestra
19
I'm Your Pimp
TheSkullsn ape
20
Lend A Hand
Hobbs Hutton
ROT TIPS
Your Autumn Of Tomorrow
The (low
Out On The Floor
Doble O ray

EI[ja Rocking With soul

--

('hart, complied

by Ruse WInstaoley
and Richard Searllng
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WHAT TURNS A MAN
FROM
THIS ...

,.44i
A sensational debut on
Pye Records
1-

,'.

,i

"SONGS 'l SING"
NSPL18459

...INTO

ti

T H IS?
-

IMAGE SAYS
SPEDDING
MISTER MILLION DOLLAR Most and session guitar to ... let's
David Essex, Mike
Mister Greasy Biker Spedding make the see,
Batt, the Wombles, Roy

perfect show biz partnership.
It has always
They're sitting up
1n

Micky's plush

wall - to - wall
executive suite, facing me, and it would
be hard to Imagine

anybody looking
more like a rich

record company tycoon
even harder

-

to imagine somebody looking like a

street
star.

-

punk rock

Spedding's only sop to
rock star flash is the car
NOT motor bike
parked outside, Even
then It's a huge Chevy
Camaro.
He wears outsize dear

-

-

perspex

specs, a crumPled leather Jacket, leg

S'ipping turned up Jeans,
and, of course, green

satin Cuban heel boots.
Today no grease clings
to his Jet black hair, but
You could be excused for

taking a closer look for a
slick of sump oil.
"The whole Idea la
fantasy," he says in a
quiet throw - away style.

Fantasy
"Records are fantasy.
Most love songs are

fantasy. They present

relationships the way you
would like them to be.
never as they are.
"So Il la with my song.
'My Image Is fantasy
and ¡ u m realising It with
that song. It's what
everybody oyes to do
Maybe it will help other.
realise theirs."

the

Harper, John Cale
Like he says: "I've
.

been like
that with him, right from

time Chris first

done so many things It's
Just not worth talking
about It.
"There's been no
direction at all, I Just did
what I felt like."

discovered Gene Vincent,
of
Buddy Holly and
Eddie Cochran,
course
way back in 1958.
But don't get the idea that Spedding Is a
nostalgia freak, trying to
It was Sharks, the
re -create the golden days
most hottest band
of rock 'n' roll. Nor for
likely - to never make It,
that matter la he an Eddie
who
brought
Spedding
to
-off.
rip
Cochran
the fore. Yet even then no
' Those pictures of me
suspected that
- one
Which were used In the
adverts for the single behind that heavy mean
and moody image their
were never meant to be
a hit song writer.
Eddie Cochran. But lurked
With the economy and
people have got the Idea
that typifies his
attack
that they were.
Spedding
"Eddie did play a big guitar playing,
needed a hit
explains:
guitar like the one I used" single, so I "1
wrote one.
(Spedding's Is a Gibson
"Sharks needed a hit
Switchmaster, Cochran's
single, but I was not the
a G retsc h) "but he used to
writer.
main
baggy
wear any old
"Even If I'd come up
Jacket and trousers.
with
a song like Motor
wore
a
never
"He
Biking they would have
leather Jacket and never
said 'yes Chris OK', and
sang about motor bikes,
nothing would have
which Is pie scene I am
supposed` to be re - happened. "
So when Sharks finally
creating.
"I've always had that spilt, Chris went Into the
studios
immediately and
Image and it was obvious
cut a few tracks
that I should eventually
he put out
As
a
result
come up with a song like
My Bucket's Got A Hole
that."
first solo
It
as
his
"It's
In
As for nostalgia:
single, because he "liked
not a re - creation. I am
it".
mainststicking in the
that was not a
ream of what's happensuccess, I derided to have
ing

-

-

Sharks

-

That, you'd better

believe. Micky Most puts
It most aptly when he asks

Chris; "How many
singles have you got In the
top ten this week?", and
Chris has to think about

lt.

He dory have to think
about It, y'aee, because

Spedding has added

re -think.
"The first thing a
artist should have
a

solo
Is

a

was In the
fortunate position of
having worked with every
producer In this country,

producer,

1

from George Martin to
Mike Batt.
"Micky Most Is the guy
get on with best of all. So
1

I asked him

to produce'
Motor Biking for me."
Hence Spedding's move
from Island to Rak
Records. "They have a
very good machine. Any
other company would
have dropped the single
after two months, but Rakr
stayed with It untllit was
a

hit."

Spedding says he can t
get Interested in songs'
unless he can hear them
on the radio, so his

writing Is automatically
commercial.

"It excites me to hear
my song on the radio. I
even get excited when I
hear a Wombles single.
remember how
records affected me when
I was a kid and now It's
great to think I'm having
that affect on people."
So, don't expect Chris
Sped ding to disappear
after this hit He's got a
follow up and an LP

a

Includes
his latest
siígl

.

"I

planned and, when

they've come out. and
people recognise his
music, he'll take a band
on the road.
"A really live rock
show with a coupla chicks
and really good bass and
drums.
It's what he's always
wanted to do, but as he
says: 'Tieing In demand
as a freelance guitarist, I
had to wall unfit the time

"Doric
Pull
LOve'

our.'

7M 45503

was right."
Finally, about the car
outside. Why doesn't he
actually have a motorbike?

"I

need to carry guitars

around with me wherever
I go. But I suppose I
might have to get one

now...

.

by

Peter Harvey

eve Records ISaie,l Ltd

,
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Sept 9 Southampton Gaumont
Sept 10 Bristol Hippodrome
Sept 11 Cardiff Capitol
Sept 12 Manchester Free Trade Hall

,

Sept 13 Birmingham Hippodrome
Sept 20 Edinburgh Usher Hall
Sept 15 Liverpool Empire
Sept 21 Glasgow Apollo
Sept 16 Newcastle City Hall
Sept 22 Aberdeen Capitol
Sept 17 & 18 Hammersmith Odeon, London Sept 23 Dundee Caird Hall
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WILL HE
HOLD HIS [i

(

1

i i
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vote.

If

the

MINNIE RIPERTON:
Inside My Love (Epic

sales

too much
between the two records,

don't split

ít ought to be

tt

a

No.

EPC 3574).

Slow, dreamy
ballad from Mm
nie's beautiful
Adventures In -

1.

ALVIN STARDUST:
Move It (Magnet
MAG 391.

Paradise album. It's not
going to get you raving
round the dance floor,

The old Cliff.
Richard hit (in
fact Cliff's first
hit) given a new
lease of life by Alvin. The
main difference is the
pace: whereas Cliff's was
real rocker, Alvin's
e

DAVID ESSEX: Hold Me Close (CBS 3572.

rather the perfect sound
for that last romantic twirl

of the night. The
arrangement's really

/

DA VIO ESSEX: surprise surprise

slowed things right down
with the exception of a
break in the middle where
it' becomes more lively.
Certainly better than his
last offering, but maybe It
would have been better to

make It

SEASONS:
Who Loves You
(Warner Bros K

4

sound
Y
I

SMOKEY: cleverly erren gad

ANDY FAIR-

SMOKEY: Don't Play Gary's just changed to a
company,
Your Rock 'n' Roll To 'new record song
comes
because this
Me (Rak 217).
from way back when in
Back to prove
they ain't no
one-hit wonders
come Smokey,

/

with another Chinn
Chapman number.
It's

cleverly arranged,
with that classic old rock
guitar riff from His Latest
Flame running throughout
but counter - balanced by
some subtle strings and
very

WEATHER LOW: La
Booga Rooga (A&M

AMS 71921.

is presumably
being given a new lease
of life because of the
recent success of Don't
Throw It All Away. It's all
very low-key and quiet,
and doesn't have the
catchy chorus break of
his last one, but then as
it's quite old, maybe it's
1970 and

not

too

those slightly harsh
vocals. This one'll be
another hit
and wait for
their album, it's great.

Title track from
his new album,
and the one

not I don't know, but it's a
good advert for the
album.

THE DIVERSIONS:
Fattie Bum - Bum
(Gull GULS 18).

whese Andy

really gets down to it.
Without being heavy, it's

the' kind of stomping
sound that comes over
well. Whether it'll be a
huge single success or

surprising.

page 24,
there's an article
on Jonathan
On

115
113

King y George
Baker and their versions
of Una Paloma Blanca.
Jonathan has another
'battle going as well
his

-

-

WiNGS:

_J)

Takenfrom

Venus And

Mars, this single
is being released
to coincide with the start
of Wings' second UK
tour, the first in two
years. Driving bass line,
and those familiar rising
chorus lines, his a firm
favourite for those who
already have the album.
And speaking of which,
so many people do have
the al bum, will there be
enough people to buy the
single and make It the hit
it should be.

GARY BENSON: The

Reunion (Penny
Farthing PEN 895).

9

Label freaks
needn't start
worrying about
whether or not

Heartbeat why do you miss
When my baby kisses me
Heartbeat why does
Stay In my memory

a

to -the

same

concept of remaking old
hits with this version
which our office nostalgia
expert puts something
around the late 40s,

a

y

Riddle -dee

tat
I know that new love thrills me
know that true love will be
Heartbreak why do you miss
When my baby kisses me

Va.

1

Heartbeat why do you miss
When by baby kisses me
Heartbeat why does a love kiss
Stay in my memory

home

credit.

It's slow and
.

.

'

LIThis

song origi-

nally appeared
on their first

album,

From

The Album Of The Same
Name, and was also their
first single. They've now
re-recorded it, and added
strings to fill out the
sound, and hey presto
next single readyl Trouble
is, times have changed,
and this does smack

-

RAY STEVENS

CHRIS FARLOWE:
Out Of Time (Immediate IMS 101)
Gawd, this
makes four ver-

Oh

ES

sions

of

this

song about to do
battle on the air waves,
but for purists, this was
the one that was a
number one a few years
ago.
Opinions in the
office are pretty evenly
split between the Stones,
Dan McCafferty and this
one. so it's up to you, fair
reader, to take your pick.

SOUL ON DELIVERY:
Hustle (Dance Of The
Day) (Decca F136011.

Good

funky

sound, with

strong bass nfis
and that solid
which
feel
should guarantee It 'disco play at the
very least. It's got those
repetitive rhythms which
dancers love, so ask your
local lock to get it.
Key to symbols

Thumb up: hit

Riddle - dee - tat
And sing tome loves story
And bnng tome loves glory

Thumb sideways'
might, might not

Heartbeat why do you miss
When my baby kisses me
BriWraNrmn.ronnraourhQnMuYChCitshmvC"

1

his

--wwi

ID"

4

love kiss

from

35751.

wistfuland aaaaah
PILOT: Just A Smile
(EMI 2338)

Misty was undoubtedly one of

stuck

song.

arrangement lrom 'Del
Newman which deserves

6146 205).
the most original
remakes to be
heard this year, and Ray's

love the

Very, very classy
from Mr
RSsingle
Garfunkel which
possibly runs the
risk of being too good for
the charts lit does happen
you know?). A Richard
Perry production with
some fine string and horn

RAY STEVENS: Indian Love Call'(Janus

/
shnWAODrwAeeY
Compose" eo4 Morneom.ry.nA Norman Pent

(EMIR 6008)

nicer

Yowl CBS

SOiVGV110ntl-

Heartbeat

Letting Go

much

This is the one
that started it all
off when it was
played on Capi
As already
tal Radio.
mentioned in the Diversions' review, this one has
less bass than theirs but,
apart from that, they're
practically identical. I just

I

-

Extremely good sound
from the lads: fast and
furious, altho' there's an
orchestral break half -way
through before it goes
back to the beat. The
intro's great too, like a
fade -up of an old Beach
Boys number Super.

108).

town of Jarrow,
John Mlles has
come up with a very
commercial sound for his
clubs and, possibly, If it debut record on Decca.
gets enough air -play, It's got that annoying 'I'm
make the cross -over to sure I've heard that
the charts. It's not the before' quality about h,
most outstanding soul but by that don't mean
record ever heard, but it's he's copied someone
OK.
else's sound. Now it's all
ART GARFUNKEL: I. down to air play; if it gets
Only Have Eyes For it. it might make it.

up -tempo

Could be a line
for Kojak here,.,
all those choruses of "Who
loves ya baby", but never
mind, the Four Seasons

CARL MALCOLM:
Fattie Bum -Bum (UK

fromtheTrammps
which should go
down well in the

FOUR

'e

lads?

(Buddah BDS 437). .
Disco sound

throughout.

166021.

loudly of their previous
releases, Was there
nothing more recents

something too. '
JOHN MILES: HighTRAMMPS: Hold fly (Decca F 135951.
Back The Night
LIVenturing away

-

t

11'

original by Nelson Eddy
and friend. Tongue in cheek the rendition may
be, but it doesn't do much
for me.

company's version of this
single, by Carl Malcolm v
this one, the cover
version. They're both
good singles, but it's the
bass on this one that gets
my

FANS?
No-one who heard this single In the office
could name the singer, which, when you
consider David's huge following and
distinctive style, is a bit surprising. But then
it's a surprising single . . . Taken from his new All The
Fun Of The Fair album, the title of the LP is Indicative
of
the mood of the single, which is really a summery
singalong. After the fourth or fifth hearing it starts to
seen into your brain, I've got reservations, but it'll still
be a big hit

by Sue Byrom

Thumb down:
Ltd.

oh deer

ni
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Mott in
top gear

the way through the
album. There are two
songs in particular that
It's Better To
are good

-

t

I

I

MOTT:Drive On ICBS 69154)

`..,..

Ian Hunter's departure deprived Mott both of their lead
singer and of the principal source of their material

_i

r1
?

With that ín mind, this album is a remarkable
achievement. Mott have found a new singer, Nigel

Benjamin, and he suits them, if anything, better than
Hunter, and they have also found an excellent _writer in
Overend Watts. The excessive nostalgia of the old
band's work has gone, and the result is an altogether
fresher, brighter, younger sound. Side one is brash,
often jokey, and good. Side two more serious, more
crifident and houses all of the album's best three
tracks
a spirited rocker, Love Now, an Instrumentally
heavy extravaganza, featuring some incredible high
nodes from Nigel working equally effectively at the
other end of his range. Those tracks should be quite
enough to persuade you to buy.
RF-C
ROY HARPER: Fokjo- control, and
he deserves
keopus Sunset SLS that much more respect.
503 73)
DH
Surset would have us
CONFESSIONS OF A
believe that this 1969
POP PERFORMER
Harper effort is co0sidORIGINAL SOUNDTered by many to be his
best, which is just plain RACK (Polydor 2383
wishful thinking. Never- 3501
theless, those who have They say that the
recently got Into the man "Confessions"; films are
good for the old bellymay welcome the young
Harper's work being lau gh, but this album isn't
or anything else etcher,
made available to them.
Bugatti and Musker,
Those who attended his
"last" British concert - Greenaway and Cook and
recently though, will Ed Welch have all
but not or
know that he went on to contributed
their. best. Only the
much greater things.
foolhardy
will
purchase.
RF-C

Move it, is
incorporated into the

single,

bib

t

-

album, as is an old one
Good Love Can Never
Die. I think the album has
more chance of pulling
them with the old one.

-

Another
Chrysalis CHR

1087)

You'd be forgiven for
thinking a few toes are
being trod on with Leo's
new

songFrank
Farrell plays a piano that
has a few of the tracks
getting Close to Elton
latest.

writing

His

partner

John,

but Sayer's
distictive vocals and

simplified lyrics keep -the
10 tracks solidly his own.
Apart from his current hit,
Moonlighting, and a
typical Sayer opus, Bedsnterland, there is what
may rank as one of the
a simple
best ever Cuts
yet moving song, I will
Not Stop Fighting. With a
variety of tunes ranging
from the powerful, Only
Dreaming (he's never
sounded more solid) to
The last Gig of Johnny B.
Goode, Sayer has come
up with an album that
makes a subtle shift away
from his earlier things.
Here he has more
authority, he's more in

-

then to wonder if perhaps
they included all the right
Things and if they could
have improved on a few
jokes. Bill Oddie's search
for stardom seems to be
forcing him more into the
lead role of the Goodies
team. Maybe the skit

they

did

of

Bill

wanting to be a pop star
wasn't so far from .the

THE

persisting in this line, the
Goodieswould appear to
belabour their point. Do
The Funky Gibbon is all
very fine land is Included
on this album) but it Just
isn't possible to play on
this theme indefintely.
The Goodies have picked
up on the relationship
between Private Eye and
Neasden and tried to
incorporate a similar Idea
into the own humour.

RF-C

LEO SAYER:

Year

RR

i"-

I

MOTT: driving on regardless. From left, Rey Major, Morgan Fisher, Peter (Overend) Wefts, Nigel
Benjamin, end Dele (Buffin)Gr)ffin

-

-

GRAEME

EDGE

BAND FEATURING
ADRIAN GURVÍTZ:
Kick Off Your Muddy
Boots. (Threshold THS
15)

The third Moody offshoot

album and the least
Moody-ish, probably on
account of an outsider,
Adrian Gurvitz, having a
major say In it. He sings
lead on all except one of
the album's nine tracks,
wrote five of them alone
and had a hand in
another. The music's
always pleasant, but lacks
enough personality to
command one's whole
attention for very long.
Too much democracy
-doth not a compelling
album make: file under
background.
RF-C

THE

GOODIES: The

truth after all.

By

effliation with
Cricklewood doesn't
Their

match -up. It's a pity they
gave the idea a second try
on another track. An idea
Which is miles better, is
worked out on their new
single, also Included here,
called Nappy Love. But
for one of the best tracks
you have to wait until the
very last one. A cover
version- of the Troggs'
Wild Thing is a natural for
their wit. God bless the
Troggs, who have been
the butt of so many
people's jokes.
RR

THE ALLMAN BROTH-

New Goodies LP
Bradley's BRADL 1010)

ERS: Win,

This album Isn't in the
shops until October 10, so
the Goodies have until

2476116)

Lose

Or

Draw .(Capricorn

When you like a band in
the beginning for the kind

of music they play it's

t

a

bit unreasonable to

expect them to change.
On the other hand it can
get very boring to hear
the asame kind of music
played over and over
again. The Allmans have
a talent all their own, but
it may have been over
rated in the rush to hear
and acclaim, by the fans.
Their style is looser on
side one, but they still
manage to pack a lot of
power into their songs.
The title track and
another called Louisiana
Lou And Three Card
Monty John are two

especially attractive numbers.
Side one was
exactly right, butthey've
overplayed their hand
with side two. A track
Which takes up most of
the side is called High
Falls. There ate subtle
changes of style through
the number, but it slips
into background pleasantries for large chuñks of
the time. I appreciate the
excellent guitar work, but
cannot believe that this
exercise Is of greet
interest to anyone who Is
not totally tied up in the
mechanics of music.

chiding Albinoni, Bach
and three extracts from
Shostakovich's Fifth and
Eighth symphonies. The

two

exceptions

are
written by Andre Nevin,
who also conducts the
London Symphony Orchestra for all of the film's
music. The classical
music chosen is fairly
closely linked in 'feel, and
is obviously very relevant
to the film's action, so It's
going to be film fans who
buy this LP first and
foremost.
SB

THE

RONETTES: The

Ronettes Sing Their

Greates Hits

(Phil

Apart

actual

Specter Int 2307003)
from

the

this album,

which hasn't been
available for the best part
of 10 years, first mention
and credit goes to Roy

Carr

for very

com-

prehensive sleeve notes
a thing as much of the
past as the Ronettes are
land that is not meant in
an derogatory a sense).
This female trio were a
phenomenon of their
time, and In many ways
have never been sur-

-

passed
Walking

-

listen to

In The Rain,
Chapel Of Love, Do I
Love You, Be My Baby
.
A superb collection
of tracks master - minded
by Phil Spector. Only one
thing that isn't the same
and that's the stereo mix.
No Back To Mono badges
on this one
SB

(Magnet MAG 5007)

It always seemed to me
that the whole point of

RR

Rollerball the film on the
next page (page 331, so I
won't go into the plot of
the film at all. The music,
with two exceptions is
from a selection from
classical composers, in -

content of

ALVIN STARDUST:
Rock With Alvin

ROLLERBALL, ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
RECORDING (United
Artists 29865)
There's a review of

7JANIS IAN'S
CBS 3498

Be Cruel Than Be Kind
(which sounds as H it
should be revived, so
Clever is the writing style)
and Angel From Hamburger Heaven. In fact,
think the latter could be a
wish I could say
single.
the same for It's Only A
Song Peggy Sue. No
secret is made of their
poaching on Buddy
Holly's talent, but it gets
too close, brtnging direct
comparisons whit Buddy
Holly and I think that is a
mistake. Alvin's new

RONETTES: superb

doing cover versions. of
other people's songs was
to improve ón them. Or
at least put your own
interpretation on the song
and so come out even.
Alvin has missed with his
covers. He tries Eddie
Cochran s C'Mon Everybody but doesn't bring
anything to the song.
There seems to be a lack
of exCnement in Alvin's
voice in these cover
versions. He didn't give
Bony Moronic any kind of
lift at all, However, with
newer numbers, he brings
oft an atmosphere that
should have been there all

Newsíng/e

eventeev:

'

HAWKWIND

(Sunset

SLS 50374)
New Hawkwind fans,
this
save your pennies
'is the first album the
group released back In
1970, now re-released on
a budget label for a mere
(1. 49. The recording
was a live one, at Trident
Studios in London, with a
rather different line-up
from their present one.
Dave Brock and Nik
Turner ere the only
curfent members of
Hawkwind who are also
on this album
Brock
having composed all the
tracks. The sleeve notes
said five years ago: "This
is the beginning. By now
we will be past this
album." Come 1975 and
they're an even longer
way past, but a reason as
any for understanding
why Hawkwind became
such a popular street
band.
SB

-

-

RAY CHARLES: Focus'
Ray Charles (London FOS U112).
On

A re-recorded double set

of just about every hit
record Ray Charles made,
and not a bad number in
sight. From What'd I Say
through to Let's Go Get
Stoned, this is the history
of a man who is still
revered by many as the
greatest black singer of all
and the 24 memorable
tuts go a long way
towards justifying that
Uhchain My Heart, Hit
The Road Jack, Georgia
On My Mind, I Can't Stop

Loving

You,

Cryin'

Time . .
In fact the
whole singles Catalogue.
DH

;
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Radio

Theatre

HINTED is Record

Mirror
Disc
9rpterttber la sees the first
may,
actaal attempted prosecution under the
&

!Mare Offences Act.

Reiter'

Suoznon,7ed (muter

under the Act, this
the Act are three Lscutian
seen very much as
disc jockeys and one test ease. If the disca
engineer from Radio jockeys are found guilty
without actually being
Caroline
broadcasting, Oils
The mart case at caught
will mean that anyone
:.:--Mead resulted from a
tender bong caught by
-he pother as n landed on
die Essex mast earlier
sear The euthw-tties
had been shadowing Me
metier and the activities
en :he M1
for
sce:uteme:
Being me first prase.

who is traced to have
worked for Caroline, is

Immediately likely for
pr'oe W tton.
Finn are likely to be up
to £400, or alternatively
six months in prism.

Ado

FOLLOWING MONTHS

of speculation about the

Tap Gear

frequency previously
caed by Radio Caroline,
keel transmissions have
been heard over the last
two weeks on high power.
3119

stow this afternoon

p.m
at
teskre Jack The Lad
illT`sursdayi
Saturday
5.15

On

.

/ Royal- Court
Theatre, London.

13,

ewer Wi.gfieId will It la rumoured that
Meet his Top Trdve at 1
p m .tin Brian Matthew

Caroline is preparing the
use of the 349 frequency.

:-ado I _ - - Al G. 30 for when Radio Orwell
e m Mat es-enrng In comes on air this
Concert will highlight Autumn. The tests from
Mambas and Mo.erider Caroline have been In the
, Al 5 p_ m m Sunday
form of continuo music.
will be m The .FOR THOSE who saw
14
Tarr Of The Americas the BBC show, Diem, last
IE5 and include Inter - week, and noticed that
eras with the Slows. Capital DJ Roger Sind lA

last

¡

Caan't
take it?:

1'

anees. Witness Hugh'
Fraser as the smack happy bass guitarist or

ROLLERBALL

the cameo from comedian

HELEN MIRREN'S Dave King as the
tragic Janis Joplin manager Sa rafaan.
MIRREN: real
breaks down
type figure adds onthea play
level frightened of becoming a
cohesion to a play because musical
the actors are cliche of herself, whereas
that ends up parody- obviously poor musi- she quite obviously
ing the rock busi- cians. Maybe it would already is.
been better to have
In the end she has to
ness in the late have
music off - stage or make way for the new
Sixties rather than the
even to have dispensed Alvin Stardust type
mirroring it.
with It altogether.
"star", Randolph

That's not to say David
Hare's new drama about
a second division band
Isn't without It's funny
lines or good perform -

BLEEPS

Don't
forget
Peers
Mho

TEETH 'N' SMILES

m the panel, Il will come
of on surprise to learn
that Radio I Is lotere.ted
in having Scott join them.
Although dented by the
Been, ~mkt it not be a

reasonable suggestion
that Scott will hake over
the afternoon slot on
Radio I when Radios 7
and 2 split transmissions
later this year, leaving
David Hamilton back on

Radio!?

*ON THE RNl front, the
ship Is still firmly lodged
in Rotterdam

harbour,
where station owners

RECORD

The parortola of Helen

Mirren's character now
the add dream is over,
seems real enough. We
see a drunk who is

Meister and Ralller are
fighting the legal battle
over who should pay the

harbour dues which
resulted when Dutch
authorities Impounded

the ship. Whatever the
outcome, the Mebo 2 will
have to take down ila
mast aga In, before it
leaves harbour. It now
seems unlikely that the
ship will broadcast off the
British coast when it

leaves Rotterdam, because there has bed an
offer from an African
government to beam
progrºmnnes to them.

(played by Heinz).
An era of sex, booze and
drugs Is admirably
spotlighted in this play
but It's doubtful whether
such a low - rated band
would dare to come on so
strong as stars.
Nevertheless H the acid
dream is over for you, this
Is the kind of nostalgia
which should bring it all
back home.

DAVIDHANOOCK

Television
Friday

will

12

showcase The Supremes.

the second edition of

new pop show,

will no longer exist.
But there will be

Rallerball. So runs
the advertising campaign for this new

action

Super

sonic, Saturday

13,

Includes appearances by
Leo Sayer, Guys 'n' Dolls,
Smokey, The Supremes,
and Showaddywaddy.

-

movie.

packed

_

him to retire from me
game.

Naturally enough he
doesn't want to quit so
when his tram win their
way to the semi - finals
against Tokyo. the Corporation change the rides.
The game then becomes
much more violent. and
much more deadly.

This film is

-cyclists.

Derbying.

future. The shots of the
game Itself are extremely
exciting, showing how In
Combine the rougher

aspects of American

erskateys and threeenotor

Football and -Roller

fired into
the track and the object of
the game Is to throw the
ball into your own
magnetic goal.
Jonathan E., played by

James Chan is very
good indeed and la ably
supported by such diverse actors as Ralph

World Championship.
However, because Mills

success.

A steel

ball

Is

Cann,

Is

the
captain of the Houston
team and they have win
their way through to the
quarter - finals of the

delicious Maud Adams.
Directed by Norman
Jewlson, who filmed
Jesus Christ Superstar
and Fiddler On The Root.
Rollerball should be a big

I shouldn't he

surprised If It starts a
continuing popularity whole new craze. similar
with the public, the to that of Clockwork
Corporation, who now Orange.
control everything want
MIKE C121ILa6

PRIZE

How To Enter
Here it is, the second and final part of this Two -Part competition. Just
answer the following three questions and post them with last week's
P.O. Box 196, Spotlight House, 1
~sees to: Orange Competition,
BeaweLl Road, London N7.

tin

d

OVUM':4®

ORANGE were the pioneers in supplying DJ units to
the home market and their experience has resulted
in professional equipment at a price the DJ can
- wide
afford. ORANGE equipment Is known world
standard.
aged corny professionals quote it as THE
'Mere is no other model for the DJ who requires the
ultimate in sound.
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Disco 75'

tbart W ooe+rd

t

V stick toael was Gismo

I.

that la Oraagr's ~no'

75 held'

.........................................................

The Custohi Disc Unit to be won comprises a console fitted with
the latest SP25 Mk, 4 Garrard deck with Acos GP 91/1 cartridges,
The Super Compact PA comprises a 4 . channel 120 Watt Graphic
PA Amplifier with master volume, bass and treble controls, phis
echo send and return facilities and a slave socket for any number
of additional power amplifiers. No problem with transportation as
the entire system will tit quite easily Into a mini or large ear boot.
The strong marine plywood cabinets are covered in tough
washable vinyl and completed with a waterproof cover-

NAMEADDRF.`S9 :

-

Richardson and the

DISCO

The Last Fast of this great competition.

an

Intelligent look at the

£750'

.-t.0"

cusromINfCO

t.

J

CAAN: very good

The Rollerbali of the
title is a fast and furious
game played by two
teams on a circular
truck. Each team cmsists of seven roll-

James

The Russell Harty Show

on

Cert. AA. Odeon
Leicester Square.
IN THE not too
distant future, wars

MIRROR2, »Lee competition

The QItA1gE.

I'

J

Films

Three pirates Acid look at
in court
Sixties
AS

Ir

Send your entry coupons to: DISCO UNIT COMPETITION,
Spotlight Publications, I Benwell Road, London N7 7811.
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AT LA/4T, at ham Paul McCartney
and Wince are here
her emir pi-wed..d boor or the UK.
They're tras+rllint as far North as Aberdeen as.
aw far
%moth as I rwdon so there's a chance
for everybody to

we them.
Taw week they're playing at Bristol
Hippodrome,
September IS. Cardiff Capitol I L Manchester
Free
Trade Hall 12. Birmingham Hippodrome
is, Uverpnnl
Empire and New castle any Rags Ia.

Head, Carnaby
Street. London WI.
ST,R I N G E, DAIS,
Greyhound, Fulham.
It (SPUTIN, Kensington,
Russel Gardens, Holland
Road, Landon W14.
NO-MAN'S BAND, New lands, 40 Stuart Road,
peace's

London SE IS.

RARE TREAT, Breck-

1=
,,I'I1r

TET, Red Lion, High
Street, Barnet
IIRI.AN

SMITH QUAR

TET, Seven Dials,

Sept. miler It
RON RUSSIp.L'g ALISS.
TARS. Mitre, 3a8 Tumell
Approach, Landon SEIO,

27

-Shelton Street. London
W C2.

1IERS:WARD, Martha's
Wine Bar, 34 Rosslyn HUI,
London NWS.
LINCYLN PARK INN,
Loyola Hall, a4-70 High
Road, Landon N75.
.1011N BALDRY, Shakes-

MIKE DANIELS RIG
BAND. Half Moon. lower

Richmond Road, Putney.
E QUILIBRIUM, Gun,
Church Street. Croydon,
ALAN ROGE.RS QUAR-

nock, 227 Camden Road,
London N W 1.
IIAIt1.OT, Marquee, 90
Wardour Street, London
WI.
POODLES, White Hart,
Willesden_
Fitt, Dingwalis, Camden
Lock, London N W L
RIIRETTES, RAF Station, Commingsby.
WINGS, Capitol, Cardiff.
MELANIE, Usher Hall

Edinburgh.

LINDA CARR. Corn
Exchange, Bury St
Edmunds.

FRIDAY

ALICE COOPER /

HEAVY METAL KIDS,
Wembley Empire Pool,
Middlesex.

I'AUL MCCARTNEY /

WINGS, Free Trade Hall,
Manchester.
SLACK ALICE, Marquee,
90 Wardour Street,
Landon WI.
%VON

CITIES. Granary

Club. Welsh Back, Bristol.
PASADENA ROOF OR-

CIIF.STRA, Abigail's,
Birmingham.A

McCALM NS, Centre Ho te I. Dundee.

FIRED WEDLOCK,
Crown Inn, Codsall,
Staffs

TONI
ROSE,
Greyhound, Swindon.

t
11111....

CHRIS BARBER, Crown
Hotel. Woodbridge, Suffolk
UPI', Co-Op Hall, Likes.
ton

W AI.LY, 78 Club. Burton on - Trent-

HOBO, Guild Hall, Stoke.

MICK

ABR4HAM'S

Hotel,

Marlow.

CIII-LITEM, Bailey's,
Stoke.
CRUISER. Dingwalis,

Camden Lock, Landon
NWl
SUPERCHARGE, Cloud
9, Reddltch.
CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Fiesta Club, Stockton.
MARMALADE, Home
Guard Club, Ely, Cardiff.
SHORTY, Ayr Pavilion,
Ayrshire.
GON'LALEZ, Speakeasy.
48

Margaret Street,

London WI.
SUPRI MES

/

SWEET

SENSATION, Empire,
Liverpool.

KRAFTWERK, Odeon,

Hammersmith.
MAGNUM OPUS IÍ.
After Eight Night Club.
Grantham.
LINDA CARIt, Vikings,
Goole

September 12th

i

RAND, Crown

.

511TUR DAY
September 13th

SANTANA / EARTH
WIND A FIRE. Empire,
Liverpool.

CIII;LITES, Bailey's,

Stoke
SI'.ARROW, Bridge Country Club, Canterbury.

GREENSLADF., Friar's.
Aylesbury.
MOON, Nusville, 171
North End Road, Landon W14.

STRIKE

A LIGHT, Lord
Palmerston. Kings Road,

London S W G.

ORIGINAL EASTSIDE

STOMPERS. 100 Club.
Oxford Street, London

WI
STEVE !WASPS BAND,
Sussex Hotel, Bognor.
P DUI. MrCARTNEY /

WINOS, Hippodrome.
Birmingham.
MAGNUM OPUS II,

Oadby Utd. Club, Leicester.
TRAPPER, Speakeasy,
48

Margaret Street,

London WI.

KRAFTWERK, Apollo,
Glasgow.

Wy ton.
Ca mbs.

smouth.
smouth.IN

FO, Roundhouse. Chalk

Far,
m London.

FUMBLE., Golden Dlamand, Sutton in Ashfield.
TONY ROSE, Anchor.
East Street, Horeha
SWAN ARCADE, Little
Theatre. Rochester.
KENNY, Large Marquee

I'ADADENA ROOF ORCHESTRA. Abigail's,
Birmingham.
McCALMA NS, Ben-

Knrbworth Park, Steve
nage.
CANDLEWICK GREEN,
311s, Bridlington.
GENO M ASIHNGTON,

becula, Outer Hebrides.

MUSCLES, Haver-

fordwest.

WALLY, Granary, Bristol.

UFO, Village Round'
house,

DagenhamCHRCHRIS

BARBER, Fair»
field Hall. Croydon,
WALLY. The Granary.
Bristol.
PALM REAC11 EXPRESS., Marquee, 90
Wardour Street, London
WI.
SITO WADDY WADDY,

North Olympia, Norbreck
Castle, Blackpool.
ItUBFTTES, RAF Brize,
Norton.

Sill' Ifly

VIII STANSHALL, Ding -

&

.IACQUI McSBEE.
ClubPortCentre FolkPort-

Huntingdon:

"

Bailey's, Hull (until
September 201.
KRAFTWERK. Free

Trade Hall, Manchester.
CAJUN MOON, High-

wayman

Inn, Threat-

wood, Nr. Cheadle
(7111 -LITER,

Bailey's.

Leicester.
STEVE IMAM'S BAND.
Carioca, Worthing.

WANDA JACKSON /

GEORGE JONES. Coventry Theatre. Coventry.
SUPREMES /

SWEETSENSATION.

Apollo.

Glasgow.
DAVID ESSEX. Colston
Hall, Bristol.

SepteMber 14th

ALICE COOPER /

/ MOON,
Fairfield Hall, Croydon.
MAXMERRITT a THE

And an WW1.

ville.

171

1.0C k,

Nash-

North End Road,

WIl.
I NTERMODULATION,
ICA. The Mall, London.
CHI-LITE/4. Bailey's,
London

Leicester.

ORIGINAL EASTSIDE

STOMPERS, 100 Club,
Oxford Street. London
WI.
KRAFTWERK, Citadel,
Edinburgh.
HANDRAG, Speakeasy,
48

Margaret Street.

London WI

SHI'SHA, Queen Elizabeth Hall, I.ondm.
GENO WASHINGTON,
Bailey's, Hull.
MARMALADE., Roundabaut, Gloucester.
TONY ROSE. Marquis d
Clanricarde, Southwick
Street, Landon W2.
DOUG PORTER. Railway Folk Club, Frattein.

Portsmouth
CHRIS BARBER, Jotlees, Stoke.

DAGABA NO, Upstairs at
Rtnnles, 17 Frith Street.
London W1.

STRIFE, Marquee,

40

Wardour Street, Landon

SHOW A DOI' W ADDY,
Civic Hall. Wolverhampton.

METEORS, Torrington,

GENE I'ITNF.Y, Fiesta.

Lodge Lane, London N12.

Stockton.

GENE PITNEY, Fiesta,
Stockton.
GOOD HABIT, Black
Swan, Sheffield.

September í1th

'S

SANTANA / EARTH
WIND & FIRE. Apollo,

RAND, Ding -

walls. 'Camden Lock,
London NWI.

SUPERCHARGE, Imperial Hotel, Nottingham
CLIMAX BLUES BAND /
UFO, Roundhouse, Chalk

ÁUÉCOOPER

quee, 90 Wardour Street,

Newcastle.
GOOD HABIT, Outlook
Club. Doncaster.

11.1.111 1;1
Farm Road, London -SEPTEMBER 15th
NWI. SANTANA / EARTH
CLEMEN PULL Mar WIND& FIRE,Clty Hall,
London WL

CHRIS BARBER, Cam

I

SUPP:RC.TIARCIE,

PAUL Md'ARTNEY /
WINGS, Empire, Liverpool

OM0811118A

W IIOOPEE

walls, Camden

WI.

HEAVY METAL KIDS,
Empire. LIverpooL

BOB KERR

19Tí

IN

barley Jazz Club.
JOHN RENBOURN

MARMALADE. Theme
Social Club, Theme, Nr.
Oxford.
CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Flesla Club. Stock tots.
KENNY, Sports Centre.
Bracknell, Berkshire.
FOUNDATIONS, RAF

1T.

-

Glasgow
MOON, Dingwalis, Camden Lock, I ondon NW L
SUPERCHARGE. Barry
College, Barry, S. Wales

PAUL MtCARTNEY /
WINGS, City Hall, New.
castle.

STRING DRIVEN
THING, Marquee,

90

Wardour Street, London
WI.

DAGARAND, Golden

t

ROADSNOW

PRETTY
ASA PICTURE

MUPREMES

SWEET

SENSATION / HAMMERSMITH ODEON,
LONDON.

Oh dearl It seemed as if
_the Supreme. had got

their venue mixed up.
With an act like this
they'd have been more at

T1. Ml/r r y.n f.rl.lh. /rrr/l i.. von b.ol. Nt .n if 10
fk...a.r y.'r rove h.d.s/irnl.rw.l nod' I nnolv -n p bnr.
o mark ..rl+rw.. m, how mho ul.InorlordLrn..
o

fI..r/h. ...ty l..l, war MM. rr ln..f'nnJ your
pr Ira .I.f wr. wy rpno p r.al r. In tl.Iw url nu TM w pu
hr for pa.a., The fnlnru.dlq mugs ¡ant .loom wood Mill rrM4nl
by t.wn. name an ,u+ r Ili, m,rlJ, II now It 'rho .o.
tilo r.d, A., ploy.o,.l roM4.1..rl.
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The internal protection more women trust

TAM

PA.,

MADE ONLY BY TAM FAX LIMtlEO. Ha

X,

vast.

rama lama, do do wap. Is

home down the road in the

A

Cunard Hotel's cabaret
suite.
After a tight opening
and a medley of their past

.

A

hits Scherrie Payne,
Mary Wilson and Cindy

Birdsong left the stage to
re appear as lawks - a mercy Marilyn Monroe,
Bessie Smith and Josephine Baker.
The whole act slowed up
from there on In, as the

girls went into a routine
more reminiscent of the
Pointer Sisters than the
Sixties' legend the audience had hoped for.
The disappointed left
early and the bemused

waited for a finish
smacked of Reno sell
with its Inevitable
quets of flowers.
Sweet Sensation
opened the show

could make it big.
S'UPREMES:_ cabaret

4

usual and consequently
more dated and only on
the funkier stuff like Mr
Cool did they show any
promise.

It's

a

pity Marcel

King's talent

being so
easily submerged.
DAVID HANCOCK

SPARROW

Is

/ DING -

WALL'S DANCEHALL
Oh, Doctor can you help
meT Can you mend my
broken heart?
heard a
had group singing five part
and harmonies and I hope
proved equally dls- they never stop. They call
appoinung with a weak - themselves Sparrow and
four piece band whose when they started to
sound gatlost somewhere
croon,
sang each lyric
In the theatre
along with them and then
Their dance routines
I started to swoon. Bob
were even more slick than,
Hui, wop, dmby dl do,
that

-

out
bou.

1

1

HAMPSHIRE

r

this contagious?
If Sparrow play their
cards right, it could be.
The quintet have all been
in various vocal groups
throughout the sixties,
but It took banding
together, an appearance
on New Faces and a
record contract with CBS
for most folk to take
notice. Now, on the road,
with their set penned
single 'Oh Doctor' they

Sparrow's greatest asset
Is their Impeccably
delivered five part har-

Their musi-

monies.
cianship

Is

okay but It's

those spotless note for
note reaches on 'Paperback Writer' and 'Blue
Moon' that make an

audience really take

notice.
Onstage their personality Is Impish and
arrogant. The line - up
Includes drummer Brian
Hudson, guitarist Tom

Marshall rhythm guitarist Tony Harding, bassist
Stuart Clever and lead
singer John Milton.
Sparrow concentrate on
little known harmonic
gems, like the old Spanky
and Our Gang's '1.34-T;
they' come off as very
Imprermve. When they do
well chosen retro - rock

Lion, Landon.
ALRERTOS, 100 Club,
Oxford Street, London
WI.
(aIRIS BARBER. Bridge
Country, Canterbury.
STREET/'AIJLERS, Village Bowl, Boumerm.uth.
numbers like 'Why Do 110110. Huddersfield
Fools Fall In Love', Town Hall
'Little Old Lady From MARMAIAIH,, Broads.
Pasadena' and 'Little Knowle, Bristol.
Darling'; their loving GENO WASHINGTON.
harmonies make the Bailey's. Hun.
classic songs all that KRAFTWERK, Floral
better.
Han, Southport.
These are their strong SUPERCHARGE, Barry
potnta- When they tackle College, Barry, S. Walesschmaltzy harmonies like ROY ORRISON, SmthFriends of Distinction's
port'besire.
'Gratin In The Grass' DAVID ESSEX, Colston
they are treading on
Hal , Bristol.
quicksand. Fine for New

Faces audiences, but
highly unsuitable for the
toughies at Dingwall..
And doing Steely Den's

NOW

'Reeling In The Years' or
Jackson Browne's 'Take
It Easy' requires more
Imagination than Just

BETTER

imitating the original note
for note- Their self
penned songs are

VALUE

ade-

quate but not highly
memorable.
Because their harmoales are an good, Sparrow
have n.ore than half the
battle won All they need
now is to unearth the most
vocally complex material
they can handle, and
sldeatep the schmaltzy
cliches. It's a thin line to
balance between, but

have pith. Those wakes
are too good to ignore
Harmony : thy name be
Sparrow.
CAR01. SMALL

THAN

1\

EVER
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by Kevin Allen
'

ANYONE WHO doubts the current power of the clubs
should have paid a visit to Disco '75, London's impressive
showcase of the British DJ industry
and
it
really Is these days as the Impressive turnIndustry
out of
exhibitors and visitors paid witness.
True, a proportion of those who showed
were the
ordinary public, drawn by Record Mirror up
& Disc
Capital Radio's intensive plugging of the event, hoping and
for
a chance to get close to Kenny Everett and the many
personalities present but the bulk were bona fide other
disc
jockeys, professionals anxious to keep abreast of the latest
developments in their trade.

-

country's clubs, held
forth:

This show Is so
better than last
year's
and better than
any other that's been put
on. It really is for the
professionals, not aiming
at the amateurs who do
the odd wedding or club
dance but the people who
play five, six, seven
nights a week."
much

-
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Do you want your club Included In the Record
Mnror's Fán Club Directory to be published
soon?
If .s, write to Nyect,

w.,
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Chichi
Calling all Fan Club'
Secretaries
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Drive, ºedbrldge,
Don't delay
wnte today.
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RENTACASSETTE

ALBUM/TAPE
BARGAINS!

oilers you
lure
.es perb
servo. for Pop and Easr
Intoning tape, lop stamp for

Send for free eotoloque:
Boon, 2 Noslemere Road
London N21 lAA

FREE

SOUL, ROCK, POP
OLDIES FROM 1955 to

CURRENT 1975 RECORDS
(SAME DAY SERVICE ON ORDERS)

LIBRARY CATALOGUE

u Rentecassene

go.3 Worsham Dorset

PO

(DON'T WAIT WfERS... OURS

SECTION

Iv s W or dwIde
Discs Ltd.
Grafton Road
London NW5
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MUSICASSETTES
FOR HIRE

61

Over 2.102 Tines to choose
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01-485554417161
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Today. Tomorrow and For
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Countless other new
developments grabbed

attention, so too did more
italic displays, Record
Mirror
Disc's special
disco supplement being
snapped up an fast as We

100

Guarantee
COD 15p oars
Large SAE SOUS lop loo

Clambake and many mom.

effects, strobes, these and

»torn75

Singles

nn
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SOUL SINGLES
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Alice Cooper Mud* W loge
Spence, Davit
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Deep Purple
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Suntans Superman
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FRENCH LP's
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Fro brochure
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1

- Hose (MII, No Nun.
Paul Anko - Lobby Bur Puppy
Love
Beech Boys - Good VLrabno.
Beane, Slowdown l M.rclbo,
B.nolo, - Lo sly Gays/Wads
Amen.

5d,.

special attention, and an
eye - dazzling array of
new lighting effects too.

while the NADJ stand had
a constant flood of new
member enquiries.
erhaps promoter Ben
' 'ee summed the whole
thing up best: "We've
proved here that the disco
business Is perhaps the
most Important development on the music
scene in years

Á
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Goods delivered within to day of receiving
order. Rotund if goods returned whhln 7 day,

have
There was a

display of Disco Supplies

Mau

Paean. áa
a

*van_

COLOURS

'

(Bose

corn

bewildering assortment
of equipment to be
examined, new style
consoles, the glitter

c5.5

ROLLING STOCK

As a showcase, there
was little falUng the show

- though more
panics could well

IZMoot.0

c Ntrsee.cgT,

As Cornish disco promoter Law, up from lbrquay with six of his DJ's
put it: "'Me whole show has been most impressive, very professionally
promoted, and the attendance must have opened a lot of eyes. It could
have been bigger, more companies could have taken stands but I think
next year they will. "
Ben Cree and his National Association of Disc Jockeys, who put the
whole affair together can Indeed take a well merited bow. The plush
setting of the Bloomsbury Hotel resounded to the pounding beat of what
seemed like a million sound systems as the Industry presented its wares to
the disc - Jockeys who had started to queue hours before Kenny Everett
declared the exhibition open.
Creole Records' promotion man Andy SUnton, playing host on their
stand with glasses of wine and a seemingly endless supply of freeby discs,
concurred: 'The music business In general, but particularly the record
companies, seem to under - rate the power that club disc Jockeys are
wielding right now. If this exhibition hasn't convinced them then nothing

Other record companies, not on the original
list of attenders, seemed
to feel the same way.
Anchor got together a last
minute display while
Decca, not part of the
actual exhibition, took a
private suite on the fifth
floor and were rewarded
with a never ceasing flow
of visitors and the
opportunity to show that
they at least are on the
ball where disco promotion is concerned.
It was in their spacious
but nonetheless crowded
suite that Bromley DJ
Paul Stafford, shortly off
to Denmark for an
extended tour of that

.

/.
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HOW'S THIS for a cheeky
advert? It's to be heard
on the ',idle, extolling you
to buy the Chris Farloar
re issued single Out Of
Time. "The Original," It

proclaims, "accept'
substitute".

MIKE CHAPMAN, one half of the
redoubtable

Chinn / Chapman songwriting
duo, has got hitched
to the delectable
person with whom ha Ls here pictured. She
it Connie Garrison, an American actress
and model.
'Twas love at first sight, we are told,
when the happy couple met at a Hollywood
party some three months ago and before ere
long the que Eaton was afflrmativelyanswered
and the ceremotty conducted in secret.

-

singularly starry -eyed.
This may in part be
attributed to the effects of
true love, but the fact that
he generally wears
glasses may have something to do with It, for
without them he le as
blind as a maimed bat

Fangs

no

not fooled. The
original was on the
Stones' Aftermath album
and, after all, It was
their song.
Be

-

Within our usually

placid office, partizans of
the various Out Of Timers
are busy scratching each
other's eyes out. According to Pete Harvey,
Farlowe's version Is "the
only one", while Rosalind

Russell is defending unto
death the Dan McCafferty
one. Ray Fox - Cumming
is still confused as to

which of the three

separate Stones' versions
hes supposed to be
supporting.

WITH THE PILOT?

The other hall of the dynamic songwriting duo, Nlcky
Chinn, was not informed of the event unW after it

throw a surprise party for
the newly
weds at the
Beverly Hills HoteL
Mr Chinn, is should be
said, remains an eligible
bachelor, wedded only to
his nerves, with whom he
maintains a long-standing relationship.
In the picture, you may
note, Mr Chapman looks

7975

Out of time,
out of place

CHAPHAPPY

had happened, whereupon he did the decent
thing and flew over to

13.

ain't what they used to be

HUSTLERS OF free records give many reasons for
their plunder, ranging from "How can I do the
Interview without it, man" to "my grannie's really into
heavy metal", but the strangest ever, perhaps, comes
from the Dracula Society, who have been blagging
Warner Bros for a copy of the Original Soundtrack LP
from the first Rung Fu horror movie, The Legend Of
The Seven Golden Vampires.
The society wanted it, they said, to present to the
Head Of Tourism For Transylvania, which
connoisseurs of old Fang - Face will know, was
Dacula's hide -out. Warner Bros, awarding ten out of
ten for originality, duly parted with a copy along with a
suitable letter of acknowledgement.
The Dracula Society's members will now take the LP

with them on

DOES THIS photograph look familiar? Yee, yes, we all
know It's PUB, but how about the pose? Compare It
with the front sleeve picture of the Beatles on the With
The Beatles album and then, as we did, scream "Rip
off!" The picture Is Intended, by the way, to promote
the new Pilot single, which Isn't really new at all
Just

-

re-recorded version of their first release.
Bltchery apart, however, doesn't BIB Lyall look
cute?
a

-

-day trip to Transylvania, where they
a hotel overlooking Dracula's castle and
there the presentation will be made. Once that little
foray Is over, the society's devotees will be back in
London In time for a dinner in November to mark the
birthday of Bram Stoker, `author nl the original
Dracula book.
Among the honorary members of the Dracula
Society, founded In 1979, are, unsuiprtsingly Peter
Cushing and Christopher Lee, but would you credit
they also include PJ Proby.
Proby, he of the notorious splitting trousers some
years back, has recently got wed and one can only'
hope, for his wife's sake, that he has no Intention of
sinking his teeth into her.

will stay in

a 12

.

-

WINGS PRE-FLIGHT
LO AND behold, here's Linda McC looking on while

hubby signs autographs for a couple of lads. The
Wings' tour, which promises to be one of the live events
of the year, opened at Southampton ea Tuesday
too
late to tell you about It before we went to press but we
can tell you something of dress - rehearsal after which
this picture was taken.
It was held at Elstree Studios (where the band had

-

The Kids pick a winner.
Gary Holton of the Heavy
Metal Kids talks to
Geoff Barton.

-

earlier been rehearsing for several days) on Saturday
stars.
Twiggy was there, so was Dave Mason and so was
Elton John, whose manager John Reid was holding a
birthday party (his own) N an adjoining film lot. A
goodly time, we hear, was had by alL

HI THERE petal, didn't

see

BUY IT TODAY!

the

his latest discovery

L

Dennis Conoley
.
led
you mean his chauffeur's
young boy, how strange!
A few nights earlier
the whole of Queen were
camping around with Mel
Bush, something to do
with their tour I suppose,
and bless my soul U Bowie
might not be coming back

Blighty
You're
Joking Iuvl
,
No
really, his little shindig
with Tony de Fries will
to

.

have

to be held In the
.. . Ohl
Well I do know one thing,
Steely Dan are never
gonna do It again, tour,
that is, dear. Evidently

cooLundlg,
SOUNDS has also got the
hottest news and reviews
in the music press.

you down

Speakeasy last night.
mind you Steve Harley
was there checking out

Can Genesis survive.
Find out the answer
only in

Plus: Paul McCartney,
Marc Bolan,
Supremes and Argent.

i1

and was watched by an audience of 700, made up of fan
members, EMI personnel and a sprinkling of
- club

British courts

they just can't be
Well
bothered
neither could leaden by
the sounds of things. Poor
old Alice Cooper, the

BEHIND THE BREAKERS
THE BREAKERS this

week show a couple of
good battles getting under

way. The Dan
McCafferty
Of

version of Out

Time has just

managed to nudge into
the chart while The
Stones' version makes an
appearance In the breakers. Perhaps with the

Chris Farlowe version
now out again too and
being heavily advertised,
we shall see three Out Of

Times In the charts and /
or breakers next week.
The other battle is
between Fatty Bum
Bums. Carl Malcolm has,
at the moment, got off to
much the better start
landing straight In the
chart at 36, but the

Diversions, having se

cured a place In the
breakers, could catch him
yet.
Jonathan King has
good reason to be pleased

with himself this week.
Apart from his record
company UK making the
running with their Fatty
Bum Bum, they've also
got Qtick-.ABoom nosing
the breakers. Not so

pleased must be Reperata, who has tailed to
make any progress since
last week and Hello, who '
are similarly stuck. Disco
Tex and Abba have not
come In with quite the
Impact they might have

ex ec theted,
On
soul

entry from the
Exalters that's taken

an

spent

sweetie

front we've

everyone by surprise, the
big disco hit by American
group People's Choice
deserved
and a well
success for Lorraine
Ellison with her rerelease Stay With Me.
When It first came out, It
was covered by the
Walker Bros, who deprived her of a hit.

his

first

night in tandem looking
for a party and couldn't
find me
What a
Mind you
nightmare
The Spiders From Mars
look like throwing a
thrsah now they've re-

...
.

formed, without the
blonde Hull bombshell, of
. .
Naturally,
Bourse
.

darling, what else. Oh,

almost forgot- that Jana
thou King has trolled off
to Morocco for his bola
so muck for Spain, eh

..

-
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POEMS PUBLISHED
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free. International Poet
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Ennis. Clare, Ireland.
100 4. PENFRIENDS of
the opposite sex. For
FREE details send sac
today.
Two's
many,

s37016I

1/ateLLlte
CARAVAN

LES.

,

8,

Haggeraton Castle, 9-16t1

~-

RMF200A.

London

Road, Stone, Kent DA')
9JF.
POEMS PUBLISHED
free, Internatloal Poetry

August, please contact
22 Coanwood

Guild, "Ryanequinn",

Northumberland.

GIRLS ARE you pretty

Tilde.

Drive, Cramlington,

LONELY MALE (18)

Quinn, Ennis, Clare,
Ireland.
enough

to

be

a

photo

-

model? High earnings
rate for figure and bikini

PENFRIENDS WANT.

welcome with your details
and photo.
Please
write to Box Number

seeks

friendly attractive

girl (Swindon area

).

Box Number'362R.

ED, anywhere, any age.

S.A.E. to: Pen Society,
(N38), Chorley. lanes.
SHY GIRL (20) seeks nice
guy, South London /

Surrey area. `Photo
please.
Miss H.

-

Smallbone,

25

Kings

Avenue, New Malden.
Surrey. iCT3 4 DV.

LESLEY FLETCHER.
Last known address

Wellington Barracks,

Birdcage Walk, Landon.
Anybody knowing Lesley's present address
please ring Amesbury
3531 after 8 p. m,

PENFRIENDS AVAIL.
4131.E, home and abroad.

S.A.E. to: Pen Society,

modelling. Enquiries

-

399-1819. 12.30

Tm.

ED,

EXCITING! DIFFER.

ENT! The best services
for dating / penfriends or
romance or marriage.

or

NOW TO GET A
100 GIRL FRIENDS
I wall .now you how to 0o up
to any Pd you l.ncy end .O,

-

Box Number

Mike Oidfield, Queen, Led
Yukiko
Termini, etc.
Noma, 322-2 Nlshihommachl, Kakogawa, Hyogo

-

675,

Japan.

REV, EARLY twenties,
needs sincere girl. All
letter answered.
Btix
Numb' r 3678. POSTAL FRIENDSHIP

-

CLUB.

Private in

troductions arranged by
post for all ages.
Stamp for details in
confidence to Miss Chidgey, 124 / RM, Keys
Avenue, Bristol, BST

-

OHL.

LONELY BOY (18) seeks

lice No.
- frerdshlp
TEENAGERS? PEN
PALS anywhere. - Send
sae for free details,
sincere girl for
Luton area.
356R.

Teenage Club, Falcon
House, Burnley.
ARE YOU ADVENTUROUS" If so you can make
exciting new friends.
Write SIM Computer

-

Dating (RRM/3),

109

Queen's Road, Reading.

dare. S A E FOR FREE
DETAILS.
Send to
MATOIRITE PUNLICATIONS
167 WINCNISTEI ROAD
BRISIINGTON, BRISTOL 4

Focus.
Kraftwerk, Stewart, Ferry, Carpenters plus many
more. Send s.a.e. for
soul
RR - (and

goldles

A/O/D

-

-

Alexandra

8

- Yewtree Hills,
Netherton, Dudley, West
91

Midlands DY2 0.1E
ALL THOSE old hits
you've always wanted:
Elvis, Orbison, Stones,
Beatles, Fury, Shadows,

Quinn, Ennis,
al-

Fin Clubs

- New Seekers Apprecla

- 108
Bolingbroke Street, Marlion Club.

shnelds, Bradford

cue

-

How

nn Sal

7.151111111

11801101

FAN CLUB

~se vndta e. In, lulderad.
11

PETE
Fox Avenue

Nun.aten Works

ORG.

ROLLER FANS wanted
printed for discos, to write to Pat and Jo (17)
groups, clubs, promo- Pat.
116 Queensgate,
tions, advertising, etc.
Bridlington. HumberSend stamp for details. side.
Multi Screen Services, BAY CITY ROLLER
Southill Road, Chatham, penpPals.
SAE to Dave,
Kent.
18 Linton Grove, Heckmondwlke, W Yorkshire.
PENFRIENDS WANTRECORD PROMOTION
ED. Sae details.
If your Record b tope
M. F. C. 9 The Arbour,
We hey. Me top Plugger In
the bullo..e who ha .II the
Farnhlll, Kelghley, Yorkconnectione to mak. your
shire.
Record Rh

-

-

-

-

,

e

Phone: 03742 6939

Free Radio
For Sale

r

Purple / Gallagher /
many more
SAE
please for lists, Cheque /
PO to: Ian Clegg 11

-

Woodside Crescent. Batley, West Yorkshire.
10
by R B / W
PHOTOGRAPHS of re

- Smith,
SAE

Stapleford Close,

Wimbledon. SW19. ,
ItOCKSTARS IN colour
concert photos. A set of 10
glossy 354 in by 5 In is
available of any of the
following. [2. 45 plus 10p P
and P:,Bowle / Ferry / T.
Rex / Nazareth / Mott /

North Elmham, East
Dereham, Norfolk.

Disco equipment
CUSTOM BUILT disco
gear, also standard lines.

Alltop quality

-

at rock
bottom prices.
Write or
phone for brochure and
prices to G. P. Electronics, Pottery Road,
Bovey Tracey, Devon,

-

Mg 22518.

11U*) yA a1
IIIJW. HNIsd4Dy
MroRIK IIIR Sa,f INSIRU41n7IS loft 54l

gles and albums. Large

fA,

S

SfWI.DIaURMIN}rdnI.e.

,

v,,..s.s.

SMALLS

- order form

DIAMOND DI SOOS, wed.

-

4010

MIDLANDS DISCO. SatIsfactlon guaranteed.

-

021

-

770 2510.

SOUNDS Incredible dis-

cotheque..

INCREDIBLE

SOUNDS

DISCOTHEQUES.
SOUNDS I NCREDIRI.E
DISCO1'HEQUF.SSOUNl1S INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES.

INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES 01-888
SOUNDS
9755.

PHIL'S DISCO,
LIP 72990.

EARN [100 monthly.
Malting letters sparetime
from home S. a. e,
Box
Number 363R

-

ROMEWORKEERS ALL
areas, earn up to £100
month 1n your spare time,
mailing and addressing
project. Send sae for
details.
Box Number

-

300R.

Musical Services
YOUNG

someone to swop records

effects. Amazing
prices. Sound - b - lights,
3 -Chan,
5kw, 0.8; 3kw.
sound

MAN

-

with.
2321

seeks

Ring Alan

Petula Clark. Records for
sale. Sae, callers welMr lee Clooney,
come.

Cephas

125:

Sequencers, dim-

mers Hawaii 5 0 sirens,
lights, strobes, 1 Joule,
-

(TV

Mall
order welcome. Bumper
catalogue,
Write now.
9Ra IR) WestGreen Road,
N15 5NS, or phone 01 - 800

Wanted

C22; 4J 1:28; 15J £45,

-

8856.

DRY TOE machines for an
undulating carpet of 'fog
at your disco. Continuous
demonstrations.
At the
Roger Squires Disco
Centre, London. Now
available, Only L65.
.AVAILABLE NOWT

-

52081.

&

No's 1-23. WUI pay well.
Box Number 368íL

-

Tuition
GUITAR TUITION Allan
Warner all styles.
959.

-

es®

ESTABLISH YOUR.

SELF In songwriting,

-

details,

BMC Leeber

Music, London WC1V
6XX.

advertisement rates

I PLEASE PUBLISH (IVADVE9TISE MINT UNDER THE HEADING
100111.
Os WI% %Mal Olden
most rem, IM brat
05.51111.
m. 5" n,yen,' Is RECORD MIRROR
1

NEIL DIAMOND materiel wanted, especially
"Friends of Nell Diamond" dub newsletters

C',"$.

It.
Yalu. f

II*

enes, two

,at

PEP WOAD

El.

Avenue.

Green,

London

RLH pop,

bargains.
A/O/RPM

8,

soul

Alexander
Sae

Road, Thatches m, Berks.
LP's FROM alp, 45's from
5p.
large sae Ilvts,

Pat",

47

pool LS CRT.

(II ARTBUSTE RS

-

I

1954-

Sae, 80.87 Western
Road. Hove, Brighton.
by Spotlight Publications I.W.

R

WOOD

et, tools AD.l5 E"d Vl 815..
Wn

,,,,.,p.

re

WORD

1,

41+h,
So

AOlDtac.Yn..,,n.a.,..w.

sos 51,50.1,5

.yYe

1,1CaR0

All
SEMI

w

r.l+ .710 ..

ea.,.se.,,.1'
,.h. rM.

N.
.'d
y,kWal « ,. Oar

entry no 1.
RM

r

IA

SA.AIIS.mr.t or wage

p.+

column .nee

To CLASSIFIED AD

St eel
7

a n010(09515
be
v.eu.v-r..
..e;5.wb.

IbA
IT

oau

outset, aoyl1,nSING

IO 70 net sneb
5

t

PERWonD EXTRA

Larbreck

Averue, Blackpool.
1,000. OF GOLDEN
OLDIES (1965-75) from
10p. Send ear for lists, 82
Vandyke Street, Liver'74

511(.4 507111S 50505a1 TU,IkIy .ILtxrDIM,
4,e(

DEPT
RECORD MIRROR

rr,

e...-......-

-_

9poilght Rouse, Bennett

NAME
ADDRESS

10ENWEU ROAD
LONDON N7

To,

948

1

don E10.

BRENDA LEE and

-

GREAT SOUNDS. RUIS-

AARVAK LIGHTING

Skynyrd / Bad Company

RM & DISC

-

985 2991.

0628 -832670.

Faces /
Supertramp / Reed / Yes
Special Notice
/ Kill Dee / Elton / Speaker cabinets all
Wizzard / Cockney Rebel
and sizes, also
YVONEF., 17, WANTS / Steeleye / Quo / shapes
- to - light cabinets
girl companion to go Wishbone /- Sparks: / sound
and
disco
decks supplied
hoateling (country wack- Slade ' Earring / 10ec /
for use. - Phone
ingi. - Phone Godaim Dana Gillespie / Pie / ready
Tim Fordbringbrldge
/

-

Surrey 54008
DISCOTHEQI/FS, ANY
01
TIME, anywhere.

Situations Vacant

SUPPORT CAROLINE
with Caroline badges 10p
each or 4 for 25p with
S.A.E. Caroline Badge
Offer, 7 Bloom Green,

1tOCKSTARS-1N colour
concert photos. A set of 10
silk finish, 354 in x 5 In, Is
available of arty of the
following Price C2,45
plus lop P and P: Bowie
Ferry / T. Rex / Mott /

Queen

BFPO40.

4.

Old Marstow, Oxford OX3

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

20

LINDA CARR
e,d Inc in,. Sewtd

Gordon

Miller,

Queen / Faces /
Supertramp / Yes / Elton
/ Wizzard / Cockney
Rebel / Steeleye / Quo /
Wishbone / Sparks /
Rollers / Essex / Slade /
10 cc / Dana Gillespie /
Pie Bad Co / Ronsori /

Mobile Discos
GOOD VIBRATIONS the
quality travelling Ms
(0112288271.
cotheque.
JON FERN Bookham

idInes, parties, social
peñfrtand (photo If events.
Brighton
possible) all letters 202274.
Chris DAVE .IANSEN-01 8119
answered.
Close,
8

-

Services

BTO, concerts.
for details to: G

ere uthum

Write CPL, J Welberry
HQ11 Signals Unit,

Peterborough Road.

advance, [l. 30 at door
01 -5018090/506 0097.

cent Osmonds, Super tramp. Elton, Beach
Boys, Eagles, McTell,

M lddrew% 1W1S WE

Mister Please Bruce

.A.E.127
Lon

detala

tee

Jan. end Paul
49 Ashford Rood
~lord Common

-

OLDIES sin

BD5

MIRES NO fair
LIRE THE GUYS AND D0111
FAN CLUB

Road, Wickford, Essex.

GOLDEN

5

9NR.

quay.
ALL YOUR UNWANTED
455 and LPs purchased.
Good prices paid. Any
quanity but records must
be in good condition.
Send sae with lists for
cash offer: F. L. Moore
Records, 167a Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds.
CASH PAID for all your
unwanted 45's, LP's,
tapes. Send SAE with
your list for an Immediate
cash offer. --J. Marsh,
383a Kenton Road, Kenton, Middlesex.
SHADOWS SINGLES,
1988-70. Also Please
Welch, top prices paid.

- SAE

LYN PAUL TOUR

Susan Askew, 9
Wellesley Road, Tor-

-

Clare,

Ireland.

ERS. Loving Feeling /
Unchained Melody single
wanted. Goad price paid.

Drifters, Cliff ETC
Write Don, 137 Southend

RARE

Chorley Lana.
tee? PENFRIENDS of
the opposite sex. For free
detail send sae today
Two'. Company, DR709A,
T
London Road, Stone. Kent
1,196 JF
M «blunted

-

Road, Thatcham, Berks.
Dc J. 's COLLECTION.
Tamla northern, pop
from 20p. S.A E. for list,

Interesting correspondence, friendship, even
marriage
Details and
free photos. Hermes,
Berlin, u Box 110Mí) /
RM Germany.
PENFRIENDS WANT.
ED urgenUy all ages

Sae to Pen Society, (M38),

--

POP
oldies
mouldiest

S.A. E.

from Sp.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

-

9,

-

U.S..

RIGHTEOUS BROTH

[1.25. Uriah Heep,

list.
BARGAINS

PO Sox Opp. ales. Langley,

-

S.G. L Pratt's Market,
Hayle, Cronwal lLP'S FOR SALE. All at
Vol

From
International Song -writ.
tag Association (RM),
New Street, Limerick.
LYRICS SET TO MUSIC
by professional corn.
poser.
''Ryanequinn",

Imports for them.
G.
Sigworth, 30 Bell'scroft.
Avenue, Thrybergh, nr
Rotherham, South York:
shire S85 4AP.

September list.

-

ZINE free.

Fora eoty send . x4 prow
order cheque lust p b el b
Red% Grade IO.pr NMI

-

EssexSAE pleas« for
4 by 5p stems
(refundable) to Dolfijn lints. Cheque / PO to: Ian
(RM), 13 Bowman Road, Clegg. 11 Woodside
Crescent, Balely, West
Dartford, Kent.
Yorkshire, WFi7 SDZ.
POW CONCERT
HELLO In concert,
supported by Bethnal.
Penfriends
Saturday, 13th September, 8 pm. Slr J me
MALE ROLLER fan
Hawkey Hall, Woodford seeks BCR fan of opposite
Green. Tickets CL 20 In sex, 18 or over, as

tapes. Post

-

lists will swop live

THOUSANDS SECONDHAND records, all types.
Send 15p for sensatlonsal

Motown

'-

RADIO GUIDE

now bury.. end beV,,t TM
I,,Wnng
Ton,
EPWar.en Grog Edward* To,.,
Ben Johnny Joon. Roger Dsy,
Greene Deane, Dare Doreen
Mae L,r.dssy end G.melie
Steaenea. Tony Algrfe error.
rage, C,npon SI Jon, cte..mrc
Orwell to Carona. yrlk1 R.o,0
Nsn,,
P,Wsmna Gu,Mx
De
Deco
end
RADIO
gee
GUIDES 1975 DEEJAY POLL
WA

MOOS,

bums and singles. Send

Records For Sale

50
Stepney

from all Continents want

Publications

BOWIE. DELETED

,

JAPANESE GIRL. 18,
seeks nice penfriends,
loving 'wishbone Ash,

-

Records Wonted

for

- Box Number 3648..

365R.

SOUL, POP singles from
5p.
For list, send large
sae, Soulscene, 68 Stafford Street, St George's,
Telford, Shropshire.

WANTED AGENTS to / Ronson / Purple /
sell our records and Rollers / Gallagher /

-

-

lists: "Absolute Records"
(dept 4), High House,
Tilney All Saints, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.

-

price, vgc.

(sae) Robert Noakes, 30
Sneyd Hall Road, Blow.
Ich, Staffordshire.
MUSIC TO LYRICS.
Marketing Service. SAE
to Donovan Meher, Excel
House, Whitcomb Street
Landon, WC2 7ER.
LYRIC WRITERS required by recording
company. Details (sae):
Robert Noakes, 30 Snéyd
Rail Road, Bloxwich,
Staffordshire.
HOLLYWOOD COMPANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. Free details.
Musical Services, 1305/R,
North Highland, Holly.
wood, California, 90028,
USA,
LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house,
11 SLAlbans Avenue,
London W4.
SONGWRITING MAGA

Then send sae for bargain

and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3/RM North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex, BNI3GJ.

0414231001.

LYRIC WRITERS re
quired by recording
company.
Details

COLLECT SINGLES?

friends, introductions op;
posite sex, with sincerity

II, FROM Totten-

Manchester or elsewhere. Distance no

-

available.
Sae 24
Southwalk, Middleton,

Sussex,

don, N18.
JANE SCOTT for genuine

- Hall

to turn back
UP3f5s78, and

Songwriting

PASTBLASTERS 12, 1810

For free
details send sae to WEE,
74 Amhurst Park, Lon-

-

1(10128. State

-

-

abroad.

5-8

WHERE ARE DECENT
GIRL9e. Boy. 30, would
like girl to fall around
with and fall in love with,
U possible. Girl with me
offspring welcome, in

catalogue (a
must for every D1eJay),
Rox (RM), 87 Mill
Lane, Wallasey, Merseyside.

all ages, England,

now"

"Groovin" Allantic

10p

Thousands of members

ham seeks a nice
girlfriend within reasonable travelling distance.

object.

"TOO LATE

358R.

(K86) Chorley, Lan cs.
LONELY BOY (21) seeks
sincere girlfriend, 18.19.

-

SINGLES (1957.74)

5,000

progreenive,
- soul, pop,
- vintage
rock 'n' roll. "Ryanequlnn", Quinn Send
for

Personal

tax

01 6076811

goad, I.ondon, N7 7AX snd prlDted by IALrkneM W.d~Of/s.et, LarkfleY, MaYasone. Ksa

RM

&

DISC

for BIG
results

RECORD MIRROR & DISC, SEPTEMBER IA 1975
Since Miss Byrom is not
In the office at present, 1
can tell you that a look
back at her own youth

Po person
EXTREMELY

iN
TRIOUED by your
feature

would be 'nostalgic", It
would be delving into pre-

suggest he reads "Po" by
Edward De Bono,
11111 Harry, London,
Bill, genial fun -loving

on Reg Presley,
the sage of Andover. One

of the

most Interesting
interviews I've read for
some time. It leads me to
con elude that Reg IA
"Po Person He definitely thinks "Po". L he's

publicist,

history.

Is

appeared in Disc.

Per.
1
don't know
what on earth he's on
about, hut you, the public,
may do Netter.

*nosily.

pit -wherries clutter

Disrobe
ARE YOU saying with
"Queen Undressed" (In
your page Introductlllr
last' week) that some of
the letters will give Queen

anyway? Poet Schmoet,
these days the word only

dressing down, or
metaphorically disrobe

If

Kathy,

A

phrase

so, please

without a tune'.

Brian May'Fan.
No petal, not at siL
There was this singularly
thrlling letter from some

Acoustic to electric
His followers they change
The underground
Had their last sound
Doesn't It see mstran ge

Half a Fresco
I WISH to

Queen tan who 'sought to

Is

divest Freddie Mercury
of his trousers on stage,

No tact have you? If
JF,O got a whole page,

Pure magic

Steve's great

I AGREE fully with R.

THE GREATEST singer,
songwriter, poet and
must don of today must be
Steve Harley, and his
fantastic group, Cockney

30) about

Alex
Harvey. His version of
Delilah Is absolute rubbish. Tom Jones sang It
like pure magic and no
one will ever sing It like

him again.

To call
themselves The "Sensa-

tional" Alex Harvey

Band is scarcely modest
Is it? May Tom Jones'
musts goon for ever.
Mary King.
Ardent Tom Jones Fan.,
May a thousand nlsp-p'

Glamour pop was born
that day
He rode upon his bird
The Country's kids with
Cork screw curls
This cannot be obscured

SEe.

ALEX HARVEY

Smith's letter (RM

complain. Why

Edward Oliver's

J

cartoon only half a page?
Robin Edmonds, London

a7M It

m

August

Who was to blame
No one but him alone
Writing songs of myths
and love
Composing them alone

'lyric writer

means

re-

only there was no roan
for the letter on the page
so all you got as the hint
In the introduction,

your letters would disappear and I'd be out of a
job. Anyone who had a
heart .
.

.

Poetic
Criticise those handsome

Rebel, must be the best

eyes

thing that ever happened
to him. Their understanding and ,feeling for

Write about him
Being wrong
And criticise his song
Nall him down
And take his crown
From his head cif curls
The coloured cloths
Upon ills back
His hair of onyx pearls

music has made them one
of today's top groups and
they help Steve turn his
music Into works of art.
Clair. London N21.
Olnigod, bring in the
soaring violins. What's
with this poet business

A MAN

A A: ISTEA, A PIMPLE AND A BOIL

STRANGEIOONING 8/15/425

WAII

A

LUMBCA.1ACR INrOAMCD HIM THAT

Salt INTO 1N1 POCKLf IO
SUT 1NI NUDE
AUDIIJICL OSMAC(EP NON.
AND Ni MISS! D TNC SNOT

ME.

/WV

(..0CRE ATVPL OFCLDAR
SPECIALLY DLVLLOPCD eV Nis AUNT
1055 WA5 FAMOUS FOR /LAVING
TNC URIN
AND IT WAS THE
welCRJaCKs LVEANArlON
THAT GAVE RISE TO THE

WIN THE GAME

'ICON NIOva

MARE IT
WIT« ALL TM051 PEOPLE
LOOMING Al MO: NC SAID.
LW ail All GODS TD PROVE

C*
t

Or THE 01P
/ROPERS

-

1001-11.15 WSINESS
Of FINDING AN OED

I

SONG To

L^E.

m'dears it's Bolan and
specially written for his

upcoming birthday,

which the poet tells me, U
an September 30. Alto
gother now
one, two,
three . . . Aaaaaarhl

-

doesn't work here
any more, but you may be
sorry to know that be left
of She own VOLITION I

Record

Mlrrdr With

again.

Now Record

King rules
HOW ABOUT an interview with the greatest
Jonathan
man in pop
King. Let's know more
about him, let's hear his
views on today's music.

-

I

puns

AS

TRoU0NF.

I

TAKE very grave

I

THIS 15

IT'S
TOICULT

FIND

ARCAMf
OALLAD

THE

IDLAL-

TSUI

-

NOS Rol

TNLIA

How's that for

IA

-

a

wouldn't you prefer'
Popswop Express Maker
Mlrror(s) Musical Melody Disc Sounds?
PS Do I get 2.2.10?
Yes.

although I've written
twice since then, I've
heard nothing. Disc

Rubbish

defence

WHOEVER M.T. Is, he
must be mad to say Rod

PEOPLE

wrote to them on my
behalf in July, but they
were obviously also
ignored. Perhaps If this
letter Is printed, some
thing will be done.
Ahoy there Fantasy
Ring, here we sit
waltently palling for your

Instant

-

or are you, as

your name implies, a
flight
by . night
Fantasy

aivtlt'S ;nattiest

r'be,

J.EDSJARD

COLWMN

Soon

/HEIRS.

I 50 NEAR
GOES W1114
114E FIRST
EDITION

FU1!

OF TKO

OCCA510NAL

SERIES
THAT WE

DS

CALL

SOD
SNt

Warning
THIS IS a warning In all
do
fans of Cat Stevens
not join the Cat Stevens
Fantasy ring of Cursor
Street, London.I sent off
II to join In March, but

We're working on it, but

MAIMS

Halo NEVER POTS!

page 24.

R. Bushby, Derby.

CHARTS
.ALAEAPV

FlipV (PUS!"

Barnsley

Whatya doing in Barnsley,Jonalhan? Return to

mouthful?

IN 114E

WCILNNOWN SAYING,
'UX( AUNr CLOAK WOOP

A devoted JK fan,

Sounds Including Melody
Maker And Incorporating
New 'Musical' Express.

UC IN/LAAUII TNIS CARTOON
STRIP TO RINO W V A SPECIAL
MEAf11RE CRISCO NAS AL/NYS
5O?eEsED COON SO MANY
PROOLLNS?MAT NL FIG URLS
at IS 0111/LIFILO TO HELP

QUEEN'

V IT -SASONGTNATCVERWNE
KNOWS. A SONG TNA1'S
7 souse TO GLT LFERVOODV
ON

and that sees the start of
Record Mirror And Disc.
Then it will be Record
Mirror With Disc and
then probably just Record
Mirror again. Then , no
doubt, you'll take over
MM, NME and Sounds
and we'll be left with only
one music paper: Record
Mirror And Disc With

will travel"
IT'S CALLED
"GOD SAVE

A M1111.1/g-

Mirror takes over Disc

Popswop Featuring

Pre -history

MRCS out; AMY,

TO

IS NOT -

GOING TOES ASLASV

A WATCHED

-

OW/AEA

15IN6LL

clue. Could It be

Sayer maybe'
Russell Mael? Dan
McCafferty? Or even
Mike Batt? No -no,
Leo

J.EDWARD OLIVER presents

r4115

a

-

He rose to fame

15NCWN TO NIS FRIENDS A5 F/ROV)
ONCE CAME ACROSS A FOREST OF

00000

11,r ra01N

NAMED Li-RDINANI,

there's

exception to Sue Byrom's
review of 24 Rock And
An Idol In the '70s
Roll Hits by Nell Sedaka.
A legend when he dies
If "Oh Indeed Nell, those
A teenage dream
were the days" Is a
Is what we've seen
nostalgic glance back at
Was It surprise surprise
Sue's own youth, then far
be it from me to argue,
He stands performs
but if she means to Imply
Upon the stage
the 1968-83 period
The children dance and that
was the peak of Nell's
bop
career
then I think she is
It seems to me that there completely
and utterly
we see
wrong.
No Miss Byrom,
There stands the king of s those days
of Oh Carol
rock.
(etc., etc-,) are better
P. R. Bowser, Smelhw
over, Neil's current work
Irk.
Is infinitely more varied,
mature and beautiful.
So who's It all about
- V. Ackland, Watford.
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Popswop and then Just
plain old Record Mirror

a

them?

Felthnm, Middx.

NOT SO very long ago, a
certain magazine called
Popswop was taken over
Dy Record Mirror (or was
It the other way round?).
For a few months the
paper was known as
Record And Popswop
Mirror, then It was

up

your sir.

Stephen Hume,

What's in
a name?

referring to
Reg Presley article which

seeking kindred splrtta, I

Stewart's Atlantic Cross
leg is an instant classic i
bought it and it's rubbish
and U i were you I'd stick
to Captain Fantastic,
which Is up to its name.
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Wáfch óut for Andy- Fairweather Loínew
uce,« i.
which is abóut to establish Andy as one o"the most enjoyable and origíi ai rah' nts aroi
Also vratch.out for Arí4y who returns thismonth
live' appearances aft_f a four ye`'r 17 es
lis SOUNDS says óf the ñéw album, "A classic.. if you miss wit n
^
you'll find Yourself being outclassed in years to come by boring friend:
Who claim to have heard it first. Dón't miss-out for Andy's and áll our sakes'
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